
Illinois State Capitol Approves Satanic
Monument
BY BLUEAPPLES

2021 is the third year that the State Capitol of
Illinois will feature a monument erected by the
Church of Satan.
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A mRNA Christmas...

Report: Funds Moving Away from “Old
Analog Gold” to Bitcoin.
BY VBL

“Bitcoin appears to be on a trajectory for
$100,000. We see it as more of a question of
time"
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Omicron Is "Extremely Mild" Says Doctor Who First
Discovered Strain; Numerous Mutations "Destabilize"
The Virus

BY TYLER DURDEN MONDAY, NOV 29, 2021 - 04:11 AM
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With Fauci, big government fanatics, Democrat officials, and the biopharma lobby all
turning the Omicron (not to be confused with Xi as the WHO explained earlier) variant
fearmongering to max, a few holdouts are still trying to maintain a lack of panic (even if
that means less revenue for makers of Pfizer and Moderna megayachts).

One, as we noted last night, is Goldman which said that the bank has a "reasonable
degree of confidence that this mutation is unlikely to be more malicious and that the
existing vaccines will most likely continue to be effective."

Then this morning, the Pretoria doctor who first sounded the alarm about the new strain
and who is a Covid-19 adviser to the South Africa government said that symptoms
linked to the omicron coronavirus variant have been mild so far.

Contrary to the panicmongering unleashed by western mainstream median, Barry
Schoub, chairman of the Ministerial Advisory Committee on Vaccines, told Sky News on
Sunday that while South Africa, which first identified the new variant, currently has
3,220 people with the coronavirus infection overall and while the variant does
appear to be spreading rapidly, there’s been no real uptick in hospitalizations 

“The cases that have occurred so far have all been mild cases, mild-to-moderate cases,
and that’s a good sign,” said Schoub, adding that it was still early days and nothing was
certain yet.

Most importantly, and running counter to the fearmongering narrative being pumped out
24/7 by the mainstream media, Schoub said that the large number of mutations found
in the omicron variant appears to destabilize the virus, which might make it less
“fit” than the dominant delta strain.

Watch on

South Africa: 'Variant spreading rapidly'…
Watch later Share

While South Africa, where the Omicron strain first emerged in early November, has been
hit with a number of travel bans from the U.K. and other nations, after its scientists
found the mutated variant last week, since then a growing number of European
countries, along with Australia, have also identified people infected with the variant.

“In a way, hopefully it won’t displace delta because delta we know responds very well to
the vaccine,” he said.

At the same time, one could make the point that while Omicron could soon become the
dominant strain due to its higher R-nought (or pace of transmission), that could be a
blessing in disguise as it pushes out the much more dangerous (and more stable)
delta strain.

It wasn't just Schoub seeking to taper the fearmongering: Angelique Coetzee, chair of
the South African Medical Association, agreed with Schoub's assesment calling
symptoms associated with the variant at this point “different and so mild”
compared with others she’d treated for the virus in recent months.

Coetzee, who first spotted what turned out to be the new variant, told the U.K.
Telegraph that a number of healthy young men turned up at her clinic “feeling so tired.”
About half were unvaccinated.

Speaking to the Telegraph, she said that “Their symptoms were so different and so mild
from those I had treated before,” Coetzee told The Telegraph.

Most of the patients who turned up to her clinic and have tested positive for COVID-19
felt tired. Other symptoms included sore muscles and a slight cough, Coetzee added to
Sputnik.

"There are no prominent symptoms. Of those infected, some are currently being treated
at home,” she said.

"What we are seeing clinically in South Africa and remember, I’m at the epicenter,
that’s where I’m practicing, is extremely mild," she said Sunday on the BBC’s
“Andrew Marr Show.”

"Round about the 18 November, I all of a sudden encountered unusual
symptoms" in a patient who was "extremely tired for the past two days"

Dr Angelique Coetzee explains how she became aware of the Omicron
coronavirus variant
https://t.co/RsskjmFkLd #Marr pic.twitter.com/pXtyYsQxxR

— BBC Politics (@BBCPolitics) November 28, 2021

Speaking to the BBC, Coetzee said that doctors in the UK where panic over Omicron
has exploded,  "might be more focused on the Delta symptoms" and missing the much
milder Omicron variant.

"I think you already have it there in your country," says the South African
doctor who first raised concern over the Omicron variant

Dr Angelique Coetzee says UK doctors "might be more focused on the
Delta symptoms" and missing the Omicron
varianthttps://t.co/yTOMDgupgq #Marr pic.twitter.com/VmpPGCpxqm

— BBC Politics (@BBCPolitics) November 28, 2021

Even more remarkably, she said that “we haven’t admitted anyone” to the hospital
with the new variant,” she said. “I spoke to other colleagues of mine, the same
picture.”

Asked if authorities around the world were panicking unnecessarily, Coetzee said
“yes, at this stage I would say definitely. Two weeks from now on maybe we will
say something different."

are currently being treated at home.” Hospitals have NOT been
overburdened by Omicron patients and the new strain has not been
detected in vaccinated individuals there. We know those vaccinated from
other countries infected have been mild or
asymptomatic.https://t.co/FfQbqLVpYJ

— Chise 

🧬🧫🦠💉🔜

 MFF (@sailorrooscout) November 27, 2021

Of course, none of these actual facts matter to those dealing in propaganda, such as
Anthony Fauci, who instead of hoping to ease public concerns, said that the omicron
variant appears to be more transmissible, reinforcing the need for Americans to get
vaccinations or booster shots.

Omicron “is a clarion call” for people to be vaccinated, said Biden's top medical advisor
on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” Infections in the U.S. are already rising and stepped-up
prevention with the emergence of the new variant will impact whether Americans are
“headed into a bleak or bleaker winter,” he said, in a vivid example of what Coetzee
dubbed "unnecessary panicking."
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So its not like Ebola? Lol. What a clown show. 
Politicians and the “experts” have already decided that its lethal and that we
need to be locked in our houses for our health and safety. 
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All viruses mutate to become more infectious and less dangerous.  
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Unless they kill people too quickly and die out from lack of hosts.

Like...ahem....Ebola.

Not Covid flu.
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Ebola isn't even all that deadly with modern medical treatment.
It's pretty deadly in Sub Saharan African villages though. 
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Where the locals have been injected.
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The point of this Chinese experiment is to see how many people
can be killed. Microsoft Chairman, Bill Gates said that the
problem that Earth faces is too many people on the planet.

In Gates' world view there are too many people on the planet,
and he needs to get rid of them, because they are useless eaters.
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increase the pressures on the population, from both the viral
and the vaccine side-effect side
your depopulation skill rises to 100
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Human 1.0 replaced by Human 2.0(TM)
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Dont be m.o.r.o.n.i.c. There is no killer virus. The tests are designed
to make simple people who watch TV think their children will die if
they dont follow the herd rules. A clue was given when this all
started.

BUT! There is a vaccination that you do not need. This will kill some
children. If we follow the law of averages by vaccinating every child
you can predict the deaths from vaccinations will exceed the deaths
from COVID.

BUT! It will be your children. You and they are a number in an
overpopulated world. People like Elon Musk don't need more
money. Elon Musk put a Tesla into space to orbit in our solar
system. He doesn't care if your child dies. He has too much money
to count.

At some point even psychopaths realize they have too much money
and so they try and spend it faster and on stooooopider things. or it
will end up going to waste.

Elon knows. You don't understand. You never will. Its a billionaires
thing.

You will know when to cheer them. They will go on TV (does anyone
still watch TV?).

Yay! Do it again rich man!
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For the idiots who down voted and any idiots who add there
down vote. Go and get the vaccine.

When the government announces on every TV station....which is
on their team...go and get your booster shots. Take all your
friends and family with you.

Have you noticed how stationary the police are? We are living in
an attempt to depopulate and inject controllable substances into
most peoples bodies. All over the planet.

There are vaccine's being issued where some are just saline
solution and others contain graphene oxide which react to 5G
micro waves. This is for mind control of you. Not someone else.

Enjoy your graphene oxide and whatever it does to you. Your
blood might clot with the right frequency and you might die.
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"For the idiots who down voted"

You're an idiot.
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Shouldn't you jagoffs be waiting in line for another clot
shot?

clot shot
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Yes but an interesting factor will be the jab. Could the virus become
more dangerous for those without naturally acquired immunity if the
jabbed are dying in mass when their immune system doesn't
recognise the strain anymore 
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There are no questions around the jab. This has been thought out
a long time ago. It took so long to initiate because it needed to
infect/inject the whole world at the same time.

http://reclaimingrhodesia.com/digital-id-in-the-covid-injection-qr-
codes-and-camps-for-non-compliance/

You cannot cure something that isn't going to kill you. But you
can kill those who resist, thus removing them from society.

Psychopaths like Dr Faucci and Bill Gates (who would like to be
called Dr. Bill Gates or Dr. BILLionS Gates) think there are too
many people. So you will receive an injection that can kill you to
protect you from an infection you don't have. Neither do the
people close to you like children. The police wont arrest them for
genocide because no one told them to.

The police will arrest you when you resist and can no longer
function in society because you dont have a QR code.

There is no first world anymore. You have to much debt.
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"the Luciferase Enzyme ID contains a digital code/pattern
which can be scanned and tracked. Identification inside
you and your child’s body!.."

lololol
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Do you realize the clot shots were created using a computer
simulation from China? Nothing more than computer coding
of the alleged RNA from the spike protein
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That just isn't true.  Smallpox did not evolve to become less lethal.
 The human race evolved to better survive smallpox (not well, but
better).
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I'm glad I was too young to experience or remember what small
pox was like.

This time its different. A collection of mad scientists, politicians,
their body guards known as police (showing their true purpose in
Australia: crowd control during genocide). These people want the
virus to depopulate the useless eaters. Previously the people in
these roles were looking for cures to life threatening disease.
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Actually, it did.  Around the year 1800, a new strain came into
circulation, which ended up being called variola minor, to
distinguish it from variola major.  Major killed 30% of infected,
while minor killed 1%.  By the time Jenner started vaccinating,
minor was taking over, because it could spread better since the
infected weren't as sick, and they were close enough to induce
cross-immunity.  By the time of the last outbreaks of smallpox,
minor was the only circulating strain.

Poxviruses are very large DNA viruses with very stable genomes,
but even they evolve to become less pathogenic.

Same deal with Shope Fibroma virus, which the Aussies hoped to
use to eradicate rabbits - it lost its edge over time.
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CRYPTO FUNDS EXPLODE IN
BOOM YEAR

Source: Bloomberg

“Even beyond the launch of the first U.S.
Bitcoin futures ETF, cryptocurrency funds
notched some notable global milestones
in 2021. The number of crypto-tracking…
investment vehicles worldwide more than
doubled to 80 from just 35 at the end of
2020, according to Bloomberg
Intelligence data. Assets soared to $63
billion, compared to $24 billion at the
start of the year.”

2d ago at 18:00
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what if this was a reaction from the body(or the billions
microorganism you have in your body) to enviroment toxins?

 

Just like back then polio and the correlation to DDT, polio was
a regular friendly organism in us(as we got billions of them
more than human cells) which reacted very bad to DDT
contact when they still sprayed it.... and polio stopped when
DDT stopped.
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Environmental toxins will produce a slow, chronic set of
symptoms, that might clear slowly with de-tox.  Viral
infections produce an acute (sudden) set of symptoms,
fever (indicative of an immune response), that ease once the
virus is cleared.  Not in the same ballpark, and correlations
prove nothing.  Polio is still around today, mostly affecting
seniors who come in contact with grandchildren recently
vaccinated with live poliovirus vaccine.  
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Viruses that become more lethal would burn themselves out by
killing the host quickly. That's why ebola outbreaks are always
easily contained.  
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“All viruses mutate to become more infectious and less dangerous.”

Only if you’re stupid enough to believe that viruses exist and are
contagious. 

BigCumulusClouds
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If it was the other way around they become extinct!
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no viruses exist at all.  Viral theory is 100% fraud. Viral gene
sequencing is also 100% fraud

THE TRUTH ABOUT RABIES, TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS
GRAPHENE AND THE RESULTS OF THE 2ND PHASE OF
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JCf3CMx5dL8b/ Dr. Stefan Lanka
... viral theory falsified
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I'm locked and loaded so good luck locking me down.

WayPastCaring
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anit getten on the bus ... ar 15
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Two words.

DEBT CEILING

Seymour-Headsroll
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My Perth Mint Gold account is on holiday today.

It makes me happy to know my gold is having a rest and not being
disturbed.

Perth is a wonderful place since imaginary corona virus gave
everyone a holiday.
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If you don't hold it...

Though I suppose it's perfectly safe in CCP Australia
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What would happen to silver/gold/oil prices if they fail to lift? Moon?
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Well they needed an excuse to cancel Christmas. But it's great, isn't it?
We won't have to worry that there'll be a shortage of presents and
food! Such a blessing...
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Exactly.

Banned for the nth time
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Less traffic on M25. Just road warriors in their V12s. Merry
Dystopian Christmas, everyone!
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I think this variant doom was timed perfectly for the vaccine
passport vote in Switzerland today.  Right before the vote, introduce
more fear, forcing those on the fence to vote yes.  Sadly, the
referendum passed.  Bye bye freedom.
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Omicron is hard to distinguish from Ebola. I mean sure, with ebola you
get high fever, internal organs failing, blood coming out your eyes, and
probably die, and with Omicron you probably won't notice you have it,
or you might feel tired for a couple days then fine, but otherwise it's
practically the same thing. 
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As I posted earlier on another story about moronic... 

 

I'll go out now and postulate part of the reason the moronic
mutation is mild is that it is being found in an area where HcQ and
Ivermectin are regularly used OTC... no prescription needed, so the
virus is having a harder time presenting significant symptoms /
effects.

Thus my original opinion that the jabbed will suffer worse effects
than the unjabbed as one of the effects of the jab is a weakened
immune system.

Going to be hard to hide it.... better shut down, lock down, and
actually have border controls worldwide to cover that up

 

FUCΚ BIDEN

debt_slave_1029384756

 

The reason for the worldwide "panic" (among TPTB):

Africa: very few jabbed. Reports (from mostly unjabbed
populations) indicate variant is mild.. severity might be
sneeze once and fart twice.

Once it reaches jabbed populations, the jabbed, with
weakened immune systems, will be laid up in bed for a
week, or have symptoms requiring a trip to the hospital.

End result: Scam further exposed.

Solution: Instant raycisssss travel ban, (as well as soon to be
announced lockdowns, etc.) which was the worst crime of
the century when enacted under Trump
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Whoever had sniffles in the winter before?

MOARRR LOCKDOWNS!
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omicron is like a mild covid, how is that comparable to ebola?
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The Christmas Scariant is the worst kind. 
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I saw a guy this morning walking outside by himself with a surgical mask on.

These hypochondriacs will never live normal lives again. They've given their
minds over to this deception.
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Crossing the street to avoid passing someone on the sidewalk is
another move these clowns put on.  

Smerf
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"Crossing the street to avoid passing someone on the sidewalk is
another move these clowns put on. "

 

I didn't wait for covidocalypse to do just that on a regular basis
when I was still living in some famous "cosmopolitan" city a couple
of years ago. And I'm not even a clown.

Why, you might ask?
Well... When your environment is some distopian crossover between
baghdad post invasion and blade runner... Odds are you'll run into
some violently retarded packs of wannabe murderers on a regular
basis if you don't pay enough attention to your surroundings. So you
have two choices; either you spend most of your time confronting
them every time you go out for a walk, which is tantamount to
playing russian roulette, or you just make sure you don't cross their
path.

After spending some time trying the former... You usually end up
resorting to the latter, especially when you get older, because you
sense that you aren't going to live very long if you insist to continue
with the former

 

 

Also, to be clear: Full Definition of cosmopolitan

 (Entry 1 of 2)

1: having wide international sophistication : WORLDLYGreater
cultural diversity has led to a more cosmopolitan attitude among
the town's younger generations.

2: composed of persons, constituents, or elements from all or
many parts of the world a city with a cosmopolitan population

3: having worldwide rather than limited or provincial scope or
bearing… his cosmopolitan benevolence, impartially extended to all
races and to all creeds.— Thomas Babington Macaulay

4: found in most parts of the world and under varied ecological
conditions a cosmopolitan herb
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Driving alone in your car with a mask on is still the surest sign of the
apocalypse.

adr
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I have taught my sons to relentlessly mock ANYONE we find doing
that. Its an even better game than "Spot the Poser", which is where
we look for cubicle dwelling doinks driving showroom shiny pick up
trucks, trying to be "manly"

SonOfSammm
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bookkeepers riding Harleys with death's head face masks to
scare little old ladies. 

real tough

Mister E
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At today's prices, those showroom shiny pickups cost as much
as a manufactured house.

 

2thelastman
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Have you seen the price of a new manufactured house lately?
They’ve doubled in less than two years. Singlewides are
$70k+. Just mentioning since I’m in the biz. 
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As are 5th wheel capable trucks.  It's insane.

2thelastman
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I'm sure before this ends, we'll see a SCUBA diver wearing a mask
OVER the mouthpiece while underwater...

Can't be too safe!

FUCΚ BIDEN
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man takes picture of maskless child, dad gets in his face big time.

Watch this lunatic wearing 3 masks run away from dad while
maintaining 6' distance from the rest of the shoppers at walmart.  He
looks like Barry Sanders dodging tacklers, it is absolutely pathetic. 
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OMG, thank YOU!!!!!

As soon as they're done with feeding our animals, I'm gonna let my
boys watch this. I'm making sure they grow up to be actual men by
demonstrating all the things a REAL man does not do, including

A) Acting like this doink

B) rioting, burning and looting for "justice"

C) Giving up your guns when there are imbeciles from A and B
above around
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I am glad I was able to assist, in a tiny fashion, in your raising
actual men and not boys for life like so many are doing...

That video is ridiculous, first thing I saw when I got up this
morning.
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You'll be rioting and burning and more for justice soon enough.

Unless you're all talk and no action.

Waiting until they come to take you to the covid camp and it will
be too late.
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Hopefully this one spreads hard and fast then.  This is what the world should
be hoping for.  Not more poison clot shots.  

Herd immunity, like Nature intended for us to have.
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When you moving to OK? Been going out every night. Places packed.
No masks. PRICELESS!

cbxer55

%

%

10 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Got one thing to worry about before I skip out.  That's the forced jab
at my place of employment.  Fighting that off as I type this.  

Once that's done, Its nothing left blocking my exist to Okie!

WorkingClassMan

%

%

22 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I'm DOD Civilian. I'm one of many that have refused to take the
stab. Many. They fire us, the aircraft are grounded for long time.
Monday Nov. 22nd was the deadline. Nothing has happened. No
cotoyn swabs up the schnozzola, or anything. Silence. 

cbxer55

%

%

10 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

You are lucky your team has stood together.  I have yet to see
how our teams will fare on our end on the solidarity front.  I
admire the UAW for voicing strong against it on their part, and
can only hope we do the same here.  If that doesn't work, I'll
try the religious exemption.  If that fails, I'll find something else.

In any case, that is the last fly in the ointment for me, if I see
my way past it I can drop out here quick.  Deadline is
December 6 to get the first jab or clarify
religious/persona/medical exemption request.

WorkingClassMan

%

%

9

3 weeks ago

# $

Request: desire to survive

1hwd02

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

Yep, a desire to keep the job.  But if they refuse, there's
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9

Yep, a desire to keep the job.  But if they refuse, there's
other jobs.  I won't sell my soul for a vial of some mystery
serum.

%

%

16

3 weeks ago

# $

what on earth are you guys afraid of?!

sheesh - a bunch of little girls! believe everything you read -
except the real science!

dumb does not come close to describing you lot...

you have totally been played by the other side working to
undermine your society - complete idiots.

pernickety

%

%

6

3 weeks ago

# $

Ignoring pernickety.  Troll account.

2thelastman
%

%

2

3 weeks ago

# $

Cowards hiding at home and wearing masks while driving
alone are calling other people cowardly for not wearing a
mask while driving alone LMAO!!!

clot shot

%

%

1

3 weeks ago

# $

I put in my religious exemption 2 weeks ago. They had 4
questions for me; what is my religious stance (I answered
that), what's my previous vax history and how does my
religious stance affect those (I don't have to give my
medical history to my employer), who is the lawyer that
signed my affidavit (happy to answer that), and what proof
did i show my lawyer for the exemption (ID, and the rest
is solicitor/client privilege)...which I answered last
week...and also submitted 25 of my own questions (with
sources/ evidence). I also demanded they answer on paper,
via registed mail, with an affidavit by Friday last week. I
stated that if I didn't get a response, they would leave this
issue alone.

Crickets. No response at all. Deadline for jabs at my
company is Dec 3rd, this Friday. Should be an interesting
week.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

%

%

9 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

lol Florida has been normal for the most part for a year plus at this
point...

City_Of_Champyinz

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

When florida looks normal it's a sure sign the world outside is
pretty fucked up

0 K

%

%

9 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

No kidding. Time to have Omicron parties where everyone leaves with
a box of Kleenex, a bottle of Tylenol, some NyQuil nighttime cold
medicine and a get well soon card.

Now Voyager

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

but I thought the virus was a hoax?!

/s

 

pernickety

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Plandemic is a hoax. The virus is a flu/cold. 

You're just too stupid to figure it out. Keep taking the monthly clot
shots

clot shot

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Herd immunity you can throw out of the window. The window lickers
aka the jabbed are in the way of that. Even if they get infected and
recover they never get any naturally acquired immunity against this
virus the jabs selective immunity has made sure of that. Those people
get infected again and again until either the jab or the virus send them
to their grave 

DutchTaco

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

You reap what you sow.

Butinben

%

%

1 3 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

I quit smoking for 10 years. Started smoking Marlboro reds which I tear
the filter out of and smoke a pack and a half a day. I Eat hardly
anything. I got sick the first week of January 2020 after I waited 4
hours in the bitter cold and wind the first day the dispensary was open
in Illinois.

I was sick that week it was so bad trying to smoke anything made me
wheeze, not that I could feel any high over the awful muscle/body
ache. I caught something. Got the double Pfizer jab 9 months later to
be able to travel. I figure natural antibodies plus some mRNA shit is
nothing my body couldn't handle. I felt inflammation in my heart, kept
smoking, and took cardio easy.

I'm currently sick after running my body raw, in prime state to be
infected with something given the depth of my cut and lack of eating a
high protein diet. I'm hoping it's Omicron, it's mild, just aches and a
slight phlegm.

I quit smoking before, I will do it again, and this time I know how to use
nicotine patches. I. Want. These. Antibodies. All of them. Those that
died in 1919 of cytokine storm were ones who had not been exposed
the first round

WesternPatriot

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Were you dropped in your head as a child? 

Drater

%

%

35 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

FAKE NEWS !!!

Ban this guy  for spreading MISINFORMATION !!!!

The Moronic variant is 6 gazillion times more contagious and as deadly as
Ebola !!!

BE AFRAID !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

manofthenorth

%

%

18 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Makes Ebola look like the common cold.

Misesmissesme

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I heard you get Omicron and then explode.

Dollarmedes

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

No, that's what the clot shot does to your heart

clot shot

%

%

33 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

A pandemic so dangerous if you ignore it, it goes away.

rooand333

%

%

10 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Best course of action was to take no action

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f

%

%

17 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Give everyone with symptoms a bag of ivermectin, zinc, quercetin,
vitamins C & D. Cost of $10-20

 

It would have been over in 3 months as everyone would have been
infected and developed antibodies. Perhaps a few thousand people
would have died in the US. They had a different agenda. 

clot shot

%

%

3 5 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

The EU bans medical imports. Ivermectin is big money black
market stuff now. 

 

I have no clue what ivermectin is nor how it works, but it's easier
to buy Fentanyl.

 

 

'experts say ivermectin is dangerous'

'technically allowed for humans but rarely used'

 

...

1hwd02

%

%

6 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

literally BILLIONS of doses of Ivermectin have been given to
people over the years....

City_Of_Champyinz

%

%

5

3 weeks ago

# $

if you care to read the science it is not possible to take a
dose of ivermectin large enough to get it into the
bloodstream at a level that will affect the virus

but we don't want facts to get in the way do we?!

you criticise the ptb for not being honest but you lot are
100x worse in your hypocrisy and dishonesty

pernickety

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

Yeah I just copy pasted what our local media is saying.
When you search local google this is what comes up +
some shady vendors overseas that sell for hundreds.

1hwd02

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

FauXian $cience 

 

LMAO!!!

clot shot

%

%

1

3 weeks ago

# $

pernikety from israeli hosp data they gave around 28mg
max dose and got good responses in covid patients as a
prophylaxis a maintenance dose would also have an effect 
approx 1mth topups going over the usual 3 to 6mthly 
topups normally used for filariasis etc 18mths  doing the
start of the mth top up and im fine all bloodwork etc is
perfect

Amicus Curiae

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

wrong on so many levels in so many ways that one doesn't know
where to start to explain...

depressing to know that such stupidity exists

pernickety

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

LOL, whatever Einstein.  My comment above that you were
unable to comprehend was simply a response to the last
sentence, 'technically allowed for humans but rarely used' . 

My point remains 100% accurate and correct, Ivermectin has
been taken billions of times over the years, with next to no side
effects.  Schmuck.

City_Of_Champyinz

%

%

Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

If I sneeze, my mucus is on YOUR hands!

Ag KING

%

%

5 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

it (hopefully) has gone away because of the success of the vaccines
and their wide uptake

 

pernickety

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

No- because if your vaccines actually worked then it wouldn't still
be spreading among the vaxxed. The vaccines are an utter failure.

r0mulus

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Everyone infected with the moronic variant was fully clot shotted

clot shot

%

%

23 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

OMFG I JUST SNEEZED!!!!!!! IM A GONNER I TELL YOU A GONNER!!!!

 

Never in my LIfe span have I ever wittnessed so many retards in one bag..

Bill of Rights

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

. If sneezing is the definition of having the covid, I'd already be pushin
up daisies.

cbxer55

%

%

Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

My average 'sneeze' consists of around 13 (thirteen) 'blarts'.  I
sneeze when exposed to sudden temperature change as well as
nasal contaminants.  When I have a 'session' it's really amusing
seeing the expression on peoples faces!

kellys_eye

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

So tragic. It was nice knowing you, Bill. Goodbye.

GoodyGumdrops

%

%

8 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

You gonna eat that last nacho?

Now Voyager

%

%

21 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Anybody who gets their panties in a bunch over any "variant" is a mindless,
mouthbreathing sheep.

SupernovaRider

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Even sheep get tired and bored

DancingLittleOnes

%

%

21 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Nah they are already saying that with vaccine, the effects are mild but young
people without vaccine, are seriously ill. See where they are going in this
case?

Dragonlord

%

%

9 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Wear a mask if

1) you are vaccinated because you might spread it or catch it

2) You are not vaccinated because you might catch it or spread it even
if you have no symptoms.

3) Are vaccinated because the immunity fades fast. So, you might
catch it or spread it even if you have no symptoms.

4) BTW, masks don't work. They only fog up your glasses and catch
dripping snot.

The kids barely know they are sick. Even with Covid 1.0. 

With Covid 30.0, like today, it's a mild cold for everyone.

But, shut down the economy .... just to be sure.

dead hobo

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Except all of those infected so far are fully poisoned

clot shot

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

There's always more poison if you ask for it.

dead hobo

%

%

18 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

So the Omicron symptoms are very mild, less coughing, no loss of taste,
some of the infected were tested at home being relatives at the doctor's
request and didn't go to the hospital. Seems like instead of banning flights
from Africa we should be importing this new variant to replace the old.
Maybe instead of vaccinating everyone over and over again, we can just
innoculate them with Omicron, like cowpox and smallpox. Oh but how can
the vaccine manufacturers make $ billions if this goes away which it well
after everyone's infected and gets natural immunity.

Nelbev

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I like that “Less Coffin - No Taste”

it has a ring to it 

Wodan 1785 USA

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Must have been a Freudian slip, corrected the spelling.

Nelbev
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%

3 weeks agoVolga Boat Man
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18 Reply"

# $

Funny how the anagram for Omicron is Moronic. Especially since only
morons are falling for this BS...again.

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Get ready for the next variant in the Spring

Lord Raglan

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Cimebile

GG500

%

%
17 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Moar bad news for Pfizer (and most likely the other mRNA jabbers)

VIDEO: Former Pfizer Employee Says COVID-19 Vaccine Causes Recipients
to Become More Susceptible to the Virus

A former Pfizer employee, now working as a pharmaceutical marketing
expert and biotech analyst, has provided evidence in a public meeting in
September suggesting that Pfizer is aware that these shots can cause those
vaccinated to be more prone to contracting COVID-19 and infections.  

According to the whistleblower, “So, when they weren’t injected, their
infection rate was 1.3% and when they got injected, it was 4.34%. It
went up by over 300%. They had less infection when they had no
protection. So, that’s a problem.”

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/video-former-pfizer-employee-
says-covid-19-vaccine-causes-recipients-become-susceptible-virus/

CheapBastard

%

%

17 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Europe will be in total lockdown, make no mistake. If they don't, it means
they are admitting the lockdown policy was a mistake. The confidence in
government will be instant free fall. Governments NEVER admit their faults.
So these power hungry career politicians will double down to make sure
they have even more power.

So it means the economies in Europe will be so tank going into 2022. If you
are in Europe, get USD for now and don't keep it in European banks.
Liquidity will be key to survival. You have been warned.

Panic Mode

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I have 200.000€ waiting for a market crash to be deployed.

Let it all come down!

Spacelord77

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Euro-Sheep do what they are told to do and feel smug about it.

dead hobo

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

We don't. I can guarantee you that the majority don't want to. Many
go along though because we are all poor. Even those who feel like
they have money and can boast with an iphone or shit are only a
month or two away from homelessness.

This is already extortion.

1hwd02

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Europe is a circus full of clowns who think they are politicians.

Butinben

%

%

16 1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I don't even care anymore. I'm so over it.  I'll be losing my job soon over
stupid useless mandates that will be enforced on January 3rd.  I'm not
interested in being tested weekly.  Talk about insane!  Bad enough I lost my
mother, who happens to be my best friend, back in August.  I'll be an orphan
living out of my car due to this medical tyranny.  This sucks!

I'll keep praying that they end ALL MANDATES soon, but that is a wish and
a prayer at this point.

I WILL NEVER AGREE TO GET THIS USELESS VACCINE! NEVER!!

 

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Let's team up. We can get a tent that's twice as big then  :-)

Damnit Bobby

%

%

6 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

LOL Seriously, do you realize how many millions of GOOD LAW
ABIDING AMERICANS there will be living in tents who refuse to get
VACCINATED by January?!

The UNITED STATES will become a HOT MESS if something isn't
DONE to stop this SOON!

 

 

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

5 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

The problem isnt a lack of guns. It's a lack of unity. Start getting
close to one another again or be taken out. This is why they work
so diligently to keep us alone and isolated

Damnit Bobby

%

%

1 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

That's true.  We must work together.  I will work on that in the
coming days.  I do have a friend willing to lend me a room after
I lose my job, but she is VACCINATED.  I believe they SHED
the virus.  Am I wrong?

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

1 2

3 weeks ago

# $

No, youre not. Come with me fellow pure-blood. Let's have
some fun

Damnit Bobby

%

%

1

3 weeks ago

# $

haters be hatin' again

Damnit Bobby

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

Shedding is highest 2 weeks after the 2nd clot shotbor
booster. Take a vacation when they get the shots. Also take
out a life insurance policy on them.

clot shot

%

%

Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Move to a red state. There are jobs out there.

clot shot

%

%

5 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Same here. Just gave 6 months notice. Although I am not mandated , I
can predict where this is going and I'm selling everything and moving
to a small town in Alberta. Retiring a decade earlier than I expected.
BC is getting way too squirrely for me.

afronaut

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

I'm sorry to hear that.  It's so not right.  I hope everything works out
for you. Think positive.  Think of it as the beginning of a great new
journey!  They have given reasonable decent law abiding citizens the
boot.  They will be sorry one day.  It's INSANITY AT THE HIGHEST
LEVEL!

THEIR PLAN TO RULE THE WORLD WILL FAIL! I just see it ending
up like a HOT MESS! Like next to impossible.  One of those plans
that only look "good" on paper not in reality. 

They are trying to control every detail of our lives! We are talking in
the millions if not billions the world over! Good luck with that! *eye
roll*

 

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Actually after 25 years without even a sick day, I'm looking
forward to it.

afronaut

%

%

3 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Wow! You are a really good person with a strong work ethic!!
25 years!  Incredible! THEY ARE FOOLS TO LET YOU GO!!

SHAME ON THEM!! God is your witness!

I was only going on 4 years...geez

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

No. My choice. Nothing to do with mandates but just got
bored and I can afford it.

afronaut

%

%

8 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

You're not alone. I'm retiring as soon as the vaccine mandate comes
into force on my job.

I will not take any shot with Spike Protein as the antigen. They are all
more dangerous than the virus, which I had.

shadow541

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Thanks.  My mother always said that before she died whenever I
complained.  She would say "You're not the only one."  I miss her so
much.  I blame the PANDEMIC for her death.  She didn't take a turn
for the worse until after my brother got vaccinated.  I believe he
unknowingly SHED the virus.

I wish you the best on your retirement.  It sounds like a lot of us are
going through the SAME ORDEAL.

I agree with you.  I will not take any shot with the spike protein.
NEVER!!

 

 

 

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

So sorry for your loss.

Here's a website that might be helpful to you regarding the
vaccine/testing mandate. -
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/vaccines

GoodyGumdrops

%

%

2 Reply"

3 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

Thank you.  I'll check it out.

*Update*  That's a fantastic website! Thank you!! :-)

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

16 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

My exhaustion from this insanity is wearing on my anger. 
 

saggy

%

%

4 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

These idiots are beginning to damage my calm

https://i.pinimg.com/736x/c0/16/36/c016365eb8c012f75af406bed69f4
2de.jpg

SonOfSammm

%

%

16 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

So, in a nutshell, it is looking possible that Omicron is the cure for the
pandemic and should be allowed, even encouraged to spread throughout
the population.

If our health leadership (tyrrany) really served the people they would quickly
study this and if warranted, change policy to end the pandemic.

But, our health tyrrany is the servant of evil interests at odds with what is
good for humanity. 

Humanity must rise up and destroy them. 

General Fuster Cluck

%

%

16 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

The reason the Fascists are so freaked out is the first four Omni-con cases
were found in fully vaxxxinated travelers in Botswanna.

JiminiKrickets

%

%

15 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

So the virus is doing what all viruses do, becoming less dangerous but more
contagious...Darwinism writ large. But in this case, the lockdowns delayed
achieving herd immunity, and quick herd immunity would have increased the
chances of stopping the initial virus and reducing the chances of mutations
(see Sweden). Instead, the delay to stop herd immunity was deliberate to
develop jabs that not only do not work, but weaken the immune system over
time, allowing more mutations so they can keep the never ending jab/pill
'solution' going. The only way out of this has always been and will always be
NATURAL herd immunity so the virus eventually mutates into just a
benign common cold as a result of herd immunity.

SDShack

%

%

3 8 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

Could happen, but we’ve no way of knowing if we’re at or past peak
potency. The Spanish flu took years to peak and die off without the
accelerant of air travel. And we do know that natural immunity lasts
about as long as immunity from the therapeutics (posing as vaccines)
about 3 months. 

Let’s just see if hospitals fill up and deaths rise exponentially over the
next 3 weeks. I have a suspicion governments could be using this new
variant as an excuse for the ‘vaccines’ recent failure. In Europe the
delta cases were suddenly running amok as immunity fell off a cliff, it
seems a very convenient time to discover a new variant and heap
blame on it. 

Iconoclast

%

%

10 2 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

And we do know that natural immunity lasts about as long as
immunity from the therapeutics 

Sorry--your information about this is wrong.  Therapeutics only
provide the short term antigens and no T or M cell immunity. 
Natural immunity provides the short term antigens as well as life
long T and M cell immunity, which means the body will recognize
the disease forever and try to fight it as long as you don't do
something stupid to fuck up your immunity--like take the Covid
vaccines.

chiquita

%

%

2 11 Reply"

3 weeks ago

# $

The Lancet, a more credible source than you, printed a peer
reviewed study stating that antibody driven immunity to Covid
(natural or otherwise) lasted roughly 3-4 months. 

Iconoclast

%

%

3 weeks ago

# $

You are cherry picking data and deliberately posting the low
end of the study, which calls your entire motive into question.
From the Lancet Study dated 10/1/2021: 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-
5247(21)00219-6/fulltext

"Reinfection by SARS-CoV-2 under endemic conditions would
likely occur between 3 months and 5.1 years after peak
antibody response, with a median of 16 months. This
protection is less than half the duration revealed for the
endemic coronaviruses circulating among humans (5–95%
quantiles 15 months to 10 years for HCoV-OC43, 31 months to
12 years for HCoV-NL63, and 16 months to 12 years for
HCoV-229E). For SARS-CoV, the 5–95% quantiles were 4
months to 6 years, whereas the 95% quantiles for MERS-CoV
were inconsistent by dataset."

Note the range is 3 months to 5 years with the median being
16 months, which is completely different from your post.

But it gets better. Here is a more recent Lancet paper, dated
11/8/2021: Note the sections I highlighted.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-
3099(21)00676-9/fulltext

"multiple epidemiological and clinical studies, including
studies during the recent period of predominantly delta
(B.1.617.2) variant transmission, found that the risk of repeat
SARS-CoV-2 infection decreased by 80.5–100% among
those who had had COVID-19 previously (panel). The
reported studies were large and conducted throughout the
world. Another laboratory-based study that analysed the test
results of 9119 people with previous COVID-19 from Dec 1,
2019, to Nov 13, 2020, found that only 0.7% became
reinfected. In a study conducted at the Cleveland Clinic in
Cleveland, OH, USA, those who had not previously been
infected had a COVID-19 incidence rate of 4.3 per 100
people, whereas those who had previously been infected
had a COVID-19 incidence rate of 0 per 100
people. Furthermore, a study conducted in Austria found
that the frequency of hospitalisation due to a repeated
infection was five per 14,840 (0.03%) people and the
frequency of death due to a repeated infection was one
per 14,840 (0.01%) people. Due to the strong association
and biological basis for protection, clinicians should
consider counselling recovered patients on their risk for
reinfection and document previous infection status in
medical records.

Although those studies show that protection from
reinfection is strong and persists for more than 10 months
of follow-up, it is unknown how long protective immunity will
truly last. Many systemic viral infections, such as measles,
confer long-term, if not lifelong, immunity, whereas others,
such as influenza, do not (due to changes in viral genetics). We
are limited by the length of current reported follow-up data to
know with certainty the expected duration that previous
infection will protect against COVID-19. Encouragingly, authors
of a study conducted among recovered individuals who had
experienced mild SARS-CoV-2 infection reported that mild
infection induced a robust antigen-specific, long-lived humoral
immune memory in humans. It important to note that
antibodies are incomplete predictors of protection. After
vaccination or infection, many mechanisms of immunity exist
within an individual not only at the antibody level, but also at
the level of cellular immunity. It is known that SARS-CoV-2
infection induces specific and durable T-cell immunity,
which has multiple SARS-CoV-2 spike protein targets (or
epitopes) as well as other SARS-CoV-2 protein targets. The
broad diversity of T-cell viral recognition serves to enhance
protection to SARS-CoV-2 variants, with recognition of at
least the alpha (B.1.1.7), beta (B.1.351), and gamma (P.1)
variants of SARS-CoV-2. Researchers have also found that
people who recovered from SARS-CoV infection in 2002–
03 continue to have memory T cells that are reactive to
SARS-CoV proteins 17 years after that
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SARS-CoV proteins 17 years after that
outbreak. Additionally, a memory B-cell response to SARS-
CoV-2 evolves between 1.3 and 6.2 months after infection,
which is consistent with longer-term protection.

Some people who have recovered from COVID-19 might
not benefit from COVID-19 vaccination. In fact, one study
found that previous COVID-19 was associated with increased
adverse events following vaccination with the Comirnaty
BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine (Pfizer–BioNTech). In addition, there
are rare reports of serious adverse events following COVID-19
vaccination. In Switzerland, residents who can prove they have
recovered from a SARS-CoV-2 infection through a positive
PCR or other test in the past 12 months are considered
equally protected as those who have been fully vaccinated.

Although longer follow-up studies are needed, clinicians
should remain optimistic regarding the protective effect of
recovery from previous infection. Community immunity to
control the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic can be reached with the
acquired immunity due to either previous infection or
vaccination."

So ends the lesson.
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%
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No, it’s not a lesson. It’s a diatribe concocted to curve fit
your delusional belief that herd immunity can be the light at
the end of the tunnel. Quite sad how much effort you’ve put
in to reveal your blinkered theories. 
 

The only credible metrics that can be used wrt reinfection
are now, not in five years. What we know is that immunity
can and does all but disappear after 3/4 months, whether
vaxxed or not.

To project five year immunity when the virus is only 20
months old is speculation. But you hold onto that, add it to
whatever other obsessions bounce around your couple of
brain cells. 

Iconoclast
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The Lancet, a more credible source than pangolins

gaspp

The Lancet, a more credible source than you,
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In fact, those who have natural immunity can boost it.  It's called
hybrid immunity.

 

pfedderman
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Peak potency was reached in 1st half of 2020 with initial strain.
Lockdowns prevented natural herd immunity from happening, and
when lockdowns were relaxed in summer of 2020, infection spiked
in fall/winter 2020. Compare that to Sweden, and you see the
difference during the same time frame. Natural Herd Immunity
MUST be achieved FASTER, not SLOWER. The whole '2 weeks to
flatten the curve' was fine at first so the hospital system could figure
out correct treatment protocols, but should have been thrown out
after Easter, and treatment using existing protocols should have
been implemented en masse. Natural herd immunity would have be
achieved by fall 2020. Instead existing protocols were
DELIBERATELY suppressed/banned and lockdowns extended to
DELAY NATURAL HERD IMMUNITY so jabs could be developed
and administered in early 2021. Not to mention fostering a political
climate that would throw out 'free' systems in favor of 'totalitarian'
ones.

Now we know the jabs are causing the mutations by weakening the
natural immune system. This has caused the infection spikes
because masses of people have NOT been exposed to the virus
because of DELIBERATE lockdowns to DELAY natural herd
immunity. This is truly a 'plandemic'. Unfortunately 2/3 of the world
has been brainwashed into the control cult and will not change their
mind no matter how much of their wrong 'science' is pointed out to
them because to do so they have to admit they were duped. This
won't happen because of the suppressed fear they have that they
chose to take therapy that is long term damaging to them and their
children. It is they that are in the 'denial' stage, and will be until
something drastic shakes them out of it. This means that they will
continue to support the control cult and will demonize those that do
not submit. So this divide and conquer strategy is going to continue
for some time yet.

edit - studies show the efficacy rates for the jabs are cut in half in 3-
6 months, and essentially go to 0 after 9 months, which is why they
require 'boosters'. If you don't take the booster, the efficacy rate
actually goes NEGATIVE (kind of like NIRP, and we know how good
NIRP is, right?) This proves the jabs are WEAKENING the natural
body immune system and that is why cases have spiked with higher
and higher jab rates. Israel and EU countries are perfect examples
of this and illustrate Einstein's Definition of Insanity.

SDShack
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Tl;dr

Iconoclast
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You are dead wrong, they were still finding antibodies to the Spanish
Flu in people who survived decades and decades after infection. 

City_Of_Champyinz
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So what? Doesn’t mean it was enough of a trace to fight
infection. 

Iconoclast
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lol, OK pretty clear you do not know a damn thing about how
the immune system works.  Where exactly are you getting this
information???

" And we do know that natural immunity lasts about as
long as immunity from the therapeutics (posing as
vaccines) about 3 months.  "

Oh, never mind.  That is why people keep getting infected with
Chicken Pox over and over again, once that natural immunity
disappears after three months it is time for another round of
the pox. 

City_Of_Champyinz
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Oh dear, another redneck conspiracy theorist, sigh. Try the
Lancet luv, it’s more reliable than the info from your circle
jerk of nobodies. 

Iconoclast
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HAHAHAHA The Lancet???  You really are stupid. I had no
idea that dogspurt had two logins.

City_Of_Champyinz
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Covid is a bore. Let's get back to some good old earthquake p0rn. 7.5 in
Peru today.

ants in the pantry
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Imagine how bad it would have been if they weren't vaxxed

StuffyourVAXX
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They would have been deader 

clot shot
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If we all go along to get along again...it's over!  they will have won, and will
never face punishment for crimes against humanity!  Do you want that? 
DON'T COMPLY PEOPLE!

marieeiram
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I will not comply.

GoodyGumdrops
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Won’t make a difference. It will be “weaponized” for maximum propaganda
effect. 

Raven Kin
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Never waste an opportunity. 

Misesmissesme
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Does the "vaccine" give immunity?  Only for the manufacturer.

Drowsapp123
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Is LetThemEatRand panicking yet?

I need to know because you can tell if the stock market is going
to crash if he does.

Drowsapp123
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Wow.  It's not good enough to allow someone to be swayed to
your way of thinking and even apologize for it... you have to
stalk him for years after and pee on him anyway. No wonder
why most posters here would rather double down than ever
admit they are wrong.

brunski60
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When inflation is running rampant and the Fed cannot raise
interest rates to combat rising prices, the next best thing is
to destroy demand. The Omicron scare is designed to again
wreck the demand side of our economy. 

Remember when on April 20, 2020, the apex of the
pandemic, the front-month May 2020 WTI crude contract
dropped 306%, or $55.90, for the session, to settle at
negative $37.63 a barrel on the New York Mercantile
Exchange. 

The powers that be are hoping for a repeat performance in
the hopes that inflation will be brought under control.

AlaricBalth
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Shhhh! We want the stock market down 2-3% at the open Monday.

JLarryL
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Seriously, should I buy on the open or are the cattle still spooked?

GlobalMapper
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“If you can't explain it to a six year old, you don't understand it yourself.”
― Albert Einstein

jafo2me
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you're not an einstein

Physics Returns
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filled with hatred .. are we??

jafo2me
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in your clown universe anything is possible

Physics Returns
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Love and Blessings to you BOT..  May God save you from your
evil hatred for others..

jafo2me
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luddite2day no honey no hatred just entertainment from low
IQ studs like yourself. "right over target" eh clown

Physics Returns
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Low IQ are the ones who fell for this, then went and got their
shotz

afronaut
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What are they paying you today?

A nickel a post?

 

 

Southerly Buster
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Perhaps their real fear is that Omicron will do a much better and faster job of
innoculating the populace than the vaccines.

MoneyVentures
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There is no virus. There is only the vaccine.

Battlefield USA
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More truth.

toejam
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Indeed, not an isolated virus, not a pandemic and masks are useless
symbol of submission. Its all a H0AX.

DancingLittleOnes
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Generally the higher the transmission of the virus, the less deadly. This isn't
bad news, its good news. All the SA doctors are saying its a sniffle.

slackrabbit
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Sounds like herd immunity wore it down.

Cloud9.5
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GoldmanSax

Conventional wisdom knows this is the expected outcome. 
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That or Zef Culture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIXUgtNC4Kc

ebear
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The CDC admits it hasn't ever isolated CONVID-19, so how did these folks
identify MORONIC?

LeadPipeDreams
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Biden - the most deadly POTUS in history.

JiminiKrickets
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Especially after he drops a load in his drawers. 

cbxer55
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extremely mild ..... he does what he's told to do

MIKEKIM
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Biden doesn't do shit I bet. I watched a few live speeches. The guy is
either high or some MKULTRA remote controlled sock puppet. Trump
is dumb and incoherent, but Biden doesn't even seem alive.

1hwd02
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Trump is joker, he is a genius compared to President Pooper.

Butinben
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Just more gaslighting and government propaganda BS to keep extending
government power grabs! 

The entire left is the enemy from within that our forefathers warned us about!
 

We_The_People
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Damn all these people in this scheme to hell…

bazingggga
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They won't stop 'til they're all sent there.

Misesmissesme
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the joke of the day...

courtesy of PM Morrison

"Free speech is not being allowed to cowardly hide in your basement and

Ted Baker
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sledge and slur and harass people anonymously and seek to destroy their
lives […] In a free society such as Australia where we value our free speech,
it is only free when that is balanced with the responsibility for what you say.”
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"I have nukes so you must address me directly."

Or what, whitey?

Jim in MN
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I don’t believe anyone anymore so I just live my life. Like I did before Covid.
It’s liberating. 

Ronbo007
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Pretty hard to egnore this nuisance but agreed.  Lots of pushback is
what it will take to end it.

Swampthedrain
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Canadian's just refused to come to our Christmas party because we are not
vaccinated.   We are blessed.  My biggest question is, what are they doing
in Florida?

Cloud9.5
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And Texas 

afronaut
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They're probably getting tons of vitamin D and C from Florida.
Sunshine and Orange Juice makes a body good. 

GoldmanSax
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The war on conservatives wages on.

JiminiKrickets
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pretty sure i got the omicron guys.  symptoms include feeling fine.  it was
nice hanging out here but this is probably it for me.

buzzsaw99
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It is almost as if our politicos are welcoming any potential virus mutation as
cover for economic failure. The debt crisis is predictably causing conflict
both within and between nations. In the past struggling Govts would
externalize the problems by starting a war but that is not a sane option in
the nuclear age; however covid is the perfect excuse to further inflate the
money supply and exacerbate the 'Great Stagflation'. It is unlikely the
central banks can ride the inflation tiger so this could easily lead to a
hyperinflationary collapse.

Money-Liberty
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1.4 million people die and suffer horribly from Tuberculosis nearly every
year. 
..................(crickets)............

rando
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by now, everyone with a functioning brain cell knows that the entire
"pandemic" is a scam designed to enrich politicians and China at the
expense of every western taxpayer. everyone also knows that were it not for
this "pandemic" taxpayers would be being fleeced by the same politicians,
who would receive kickbacks from china for "the green new deal".

in other news, why has that gay asswipe smollett only been charged with
"disorderly conduct" instead of a hate crime and trying to incite riots by
black supremacists in BLM?

his trial starts tomorrow. the most time he will face whilst bending down
more times than necessary in communal prison showers whilst holding the
pose and looking behind himself hopefully is 3 years. more than likely he will
get probation.

more here 

After Three Years of Delay, Jussie Smollett Set to Face Criminal Charges
(westernjournal.com)

hooligan2009
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Mixed race kids have a hard time.   Due to the supremacist bs, some
of them seem to be self loathing.

Cloud9.5
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Zero hedge is censoring comments. So I will retaliate here, because I am
blocked 'down below'.

To Pernickity "down below". That is where you belong for eternity. You are
also stupid. I support you getting the vaccine, please push into the front of
the que.

Your comment had so many false hoods about a deliberate attempt to kill
and control humanity by REFUSING the vaccine. Its hard to know where to
start with you. It is probably more pleasing to be aware of the end to you.

The President of Tanzania didn't trust the vaccine being presented to him to
be injected into his people so he asked the international 'community' to test
a few samples none of which were or contained Corona Virus. Because
samples (found to be positive) Papaya and motor oil cannot be infected by
Corona Virus.

Because the international 'community' said his fake samples contained
Corona Virus he had to die. A few other African Presidents also had to go.
What a co-incidence hey? They are lucky they didn't die of Corona Virus
because that would have made them look really stupid.

Instead only you are really stupid Pernickity. Everyone who reads your
comment knows what I mean. Please go and read the articles in PlayBoy
magazine, Thank you.

ginoisahoody
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It's so mild it doesn't exist.

homeskillet
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For those who took the risk of not getting the vaccine, this is what you’ve
been waiting for — a milder Covid to gain natural and herd immunity.
Omicron is a good thing. This nightmare will be over by June

Catullus
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When a predator discovers a new way to catch prey he doesn't soon
forget it.

HenryDavidThoreau
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That does not compute.

Only Way Out

 the risk of not getting the vaccine
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I'm sure he just forgot the /s

SonOfSammm
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By June? What happened to 'just two weeks'?

NumbNuts
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But did they specify which two weeks?

vonSpookenhausen
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You might be over by June.

Dogspurt
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Is that you, fauxci?

Just a Little Froth in the Market
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It'll be over when the totalitarian globalist marxists are all swinging
from lampposts.

DanDaley
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the only "risk" in not getting vaccinated - losing one's job and
becoming a social pariah.

There was a major risk in getting vaccinated - losing one's life.

I suspect that the vaccine manufacturers realized eventually that they
were dosing the vaccine at levels that were killing and injuring people,
so they POSSIBLY backed off on the dosage - only to find that the
poor protection delivered at higher doses was even poorer at the lower
doses... hence the need for boosters ad infinitum. 

When, in reality they NEVER should have started injecting people with
"vaccines" at all, in the middle of a Pwndemic® 

THAT is rule number one of handling an outbreak of anything - you
don't start "vaccinating" people during the outbreak.. especially when
you have no clue what you are doing.  And ESPECIALLY when the
"virus" has a fatality rate of .14%... meaning it is no deadlier than the
flu. 

But if people refuse to listen and inform themselves... I guess that
makes them to stupid to live.

Mister E
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Still waiting for proof of existence, something more than a computer
model...

Going forward, seasonal flu = "OMICRON VARIANT."

The whole thing was BS all along. Amazing, how many ZHers still
don't see it.

Lore
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June 2076...

GG500
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If it's so bad, why is Congress exempt from the mandates?  Do you think for
a minute, if this was "THE BIG ONE", Gates, Fauci, and the rest of the
murderers wouldn't already know what the (Ivermectin, HCQ Zinc) antidote
is?????

marieeiram
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I agree! Those self righteous turds are in love with nothing so much as
their own precious lives, and everyone else be dammmed. If there was
the slightest chance of actually catching anything serious, and if these
so called "vacines" actually worked, they'd be lined up to get their 8th
booster shots already

SonOfSammm
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Now you know they would cut in front of that line so freakin' fast.....

City_Of_Champyinz
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Very Mild=Asymptomic. Sound familiar?

Any excuse for another lockdown and another mRna gene-modifying jab.

Step right up for your 7th booster.

 

Fiscal Reality
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Fear mongers are in charge...that means all sheeple should obey.

Allsingingalldancing
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If you don't mind me asking, doc. Exactly what process and equipment did
you use to identify this new strain? And how are other countries able to
detect it mere days after its discovery? 

Green2Delta
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"Omicron “is a clarion call” for people to be vaccinated, said Biden's top
medical advisor on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” ..."

Can you imagine the outrage when people figure out this fraud?

It is going to be Biblical.

DjangoCat
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Friday they announce a new strain in which the so-called "vaccines"
don't work.

Saturday the drug companies announce they will have a vaccine  that
actually works within 100 days.

Sunday Biden says Americans should take the current vaccines as
soon as possible.

Am I the only one who thinks there is something funny going on with
those three sentences?

TheMysteriousOne
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Fauci really is the most vile thing to walk the earth. 

Set The Edge
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how about the guy with the fake tan who knew who Fauci was and had
the power to take him out but didnt? What does that make him?

Damnit Bobby
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Life is a mystery.  And yet there are good things about him.

DjangoCat
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You talking about that central banker from Europe?

 

I think that's a woman.

Vic Chaos
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No...not the Simpson's character Legard..whatever her name is.

You know who. The same Bankruptcy King who had the backing
of the majority of the military and the public and still let the
country be taken down. That's your boy

Damnit Bobby
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They impeached Trump twice. I see how you play this game. Get
him to do something so the Democrats can impeach and impeach
and impeach. TDS is far more deadly than Covid ever was

AI Agent
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Thank you Zonald for being such the cowardous traitor and
bending over for nwo which you have been a member all along

All remaining Orange supporters in the country, with their stupid
signs are part of the enemy dark force hoard and not the light.
There is no excuse for you any longer

Damnit Bobby
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They all play for the same team. They all love each other. Prove
me wrong

LOCK HER UP: NO

WAR CRIMES PROSECUTED: 0

SWAMP CREATURES EXECUTED: 0

SWAMP CREATURE PROSECUTIONS: 0

BENGHAZI CRIMINALS BROUGHT TO JUSTICE: NO

9/11 DOMESTIC CRIMINALS BROUGHT TO JUSTICE: NO

BILL GATES, GEORGE SOROS, JOE /HUNTER BIDEN, BARACK
OBAMA, ERIC HOLDER, GW BUSH AND DICK CHENEY
BROUGHT TO JUSTICE FOR INTERNATIONAL CRIMES: NO

JUSTICE SCALIA’S MURDER AND COVER-UP INVESTIGATED
BY THE ‘JUSTICE’ DEPT: NO

 

U.N. EXPOSED AND CONFRONTED FOR INITIATING ‘MIGRANT
CRISIS’ IN WESTERN NATIONS: NOT NEARLY ENOUGH

JULIAN ASSANGE – EDWARD SNOWDEN PATRIOTISM
RECOGNIZED: NO- STILL UNDER PERSECUTION

 

WHITE COLLAR CRIMINALS INVOLVED IN RAIDING OF SOCIAL
SECURITY TRUST FUND, FEDERAL PENSION SCAMS, ‘TOO
BIG TO FAIL’, 'STIMULUS', ‘THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT’ AND
'COVID RELIEF' PACKAGES BROUGHT TO JUSTICE: NO

ALLOWED HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS
TO BE SPENT ON A FRAUDULENT BOGUS INVESTIGATION,
LASTING OVER TWO YEARS, FROM ‘OPPOSITION’ WITH NO
EVIDENCE OF COLLUSION TO JUSTIFY SUCH A SPECTACLE:
YES

CALIFORNIA ‘WILDFIRES’ INVESTIGATED AND U.N. AGENDA
21 / 2030 PROGRAMS ALREADY IN PROGRESS EXPOSED: NO

 

BREAK-UP OF BIG TECH CENSORSHIP CRIMINAL ORGS: NO

Damnit Bobby
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BREAK-UP OF BIG TECH CENSORSHIP CRIMINAL ORGS: NO

ALLOWING CONTINUED ENDLESS PRINTING FROM THE FED:
YES

GOVERNMENT SPENDING CUT- REDUCED DEFICIT
SPENDING: NO

TAX BREAKS FOR BILLIONAIRES AND MONOPOLY
CORPORATIONS: YES

WAIVES RAINBOW FLAG AND SUPPORTS ANTI-FAMILY
AGENDAS: YES

 

CUT FEDERAL FUNDING TO PLANNED BUTCHERHOOD
HARVESTERS AND DEALERS: NO

IRS ‘AUDITED’ FOR TARGETING OF TEA PARTY AND GRASS
ROOTS ORGANIZATIONS: NO

 

FUNDING CUTS TO ‘INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING’
AKA INDOCTRINATION CAMPS: NO

 

ADDRESSING ISSUES OF AI/TECH THREATS, GEO-
ENGINEERING, CHEM-TRAILS, HUMAN HYBRID CHIMERAS,
THE MEDICAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, STEALTH
STERILIZATION PROGRAMS / DEPOPULATION AGENDAS,
HYPING RACE-WAR AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, SLOW KILL
EUGENICS DESIGNED TO CULL AS MANY AS POSSIBLE, BIG
AG / PHARMA, ANTI-VACCINATION RIGHTS: NO

ADDRESSING ISSUES OF INTENTIONAL TAP WATER
CONTAMINATION: NO

 

INVESTING IN CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS SUCH
AS DESALINIZATION PLANTS, AMBITIOUS DOMESTIC
RECYCLING PROCESS FACILITIES, SUSTAINABLE TREE
FARMING ON A MASS SCALE, CONSTRUCTION OF
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES TO REDUCE NUCLEAR
REACTOR WASTE AND RISK: NO

 

RENEGING ON ALL POSITIONS OF SUBSTANCE- PULLING
TROOPS OUT OF SYRIA -SHUTTING DOWN THE BORDER IF
CARAVANS NOT STOPPED: YES

 

TORE UP INF (NUCLEAR ARMS TREATY) WITH RUSSIA
IGNITING A NEW ARMS RACE: YES

 

SUPPORT OF STATE SPONSOR OF TERROR WITH THE HOUSE
OF SAUD COMMITTING GENOCIDE IN YEMEN: YES

 

HEAVY MEDDLING IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS IN
VENEZUELA WITH 'STRONG POSSIBILITY OF MILITARY
OPTION': YES

 

ALLOWED EPSTEIN TO BE ‘SUICIDED’ CONVENIENTLY
‘CLEARING’ CRIMINAL GLOBAL ELITES FROM PROSECUTION
AND SOME EVIDENCE TYING THEM TO ORGANIZED CRIME
SYNDICATES: YES

 

CONSIDERING LAUNCHING A SOCIAL CREDIT-STYLE SYSTEM
IN COORDINATION WITH BIG TECH THAT WOULD USE SPY
DATA COLLECTED FROM AMAZON, GOOGLE AND APPLE
DEVICES TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT AN INDIVIDUAL
CAN OWN A GUN VIA RED-FLAG LAWS: YES

DISMISSED OPPORTUNITY FOR REAL PROGRESS IN PEACE
TALKS WITH N. KOREA: YES

 

MORE GUN CONTROL / CONTINUED ATTACK ON 2ND
AMENDMENT RIGHTS: YES

 

EL PASO AND LAS VEGAS MASSACRES AND COVER-UP RE-
INVESTIGATED BY FEDS: NO

INCREASE IN POLICE STATE SPENDING AND PRESENCE: YES

LAVOY FINICIUM'S / ASHLI BABBITT’S MURDERERS
BROUGHT TO JUSTICE: NO

REVOCATION OF PATRIOT ACT/SPYING ON CITIZENS: NO

INCREASING WAR EFFORTS AND MIC SPENDING: YES

TAKING ACTION AGAINST OR EVEN RECOGNIZING THE TRUE
PROGENITORS OF THE PLANDEMIC : NO

TAKING ANY ACTION TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF CITIZENS
FROM PLANDEMIC (THE GREAT RESET) TYRANNY: NO

PUSHING OPERATION WARP SPEED UTILIZING THE US ARMY
TO DISTRIBUTE 500 MILLION MNRA COVID VACCINES: YES

 

ALLOWS FEDERAL ELECTIONS TO BE STOLEN THROUGH
FOREIGN POWERS AND DOMESTIC ENEMIES: YES

 

ALLOWS HIS OWN SUPPORTERS TO BE PERSECUTED
BECAUSE HE’S NOT A MAN OF VIRTUE: YES
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Tldr

tooktheredpill
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you mean didnt want to go over your messiah's list of
accomplishments?

Damnit Bobby
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Are you actually ADMITTING you voted for Biden?

RockyR
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Those with the worst TDS generally voted for Biden....and it
shows. 

snoopydoo
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Never did say that did I troll

Damnit Bobby
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No one voted for Biden. Probably not even himself as he is
too senile to pull the lever. I realize that this might be too
complicated for your one-track magatard mind to handle.

Damnit Bobby
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Sponsoring GOF in a city of 11 mil has to be the dumbest thing in the
history of mankind.

tooktheredpill
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test

I want the old ZH back.

Deep_Impactor
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Destroy Google. 

Problem solved.

Jim in MN
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I'm surrounded by people who have the moronic variant.

I call it a 'cold'...

espirit
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Clearly a large chunk of the public has lost their sense of smell, specifically
for BS.

Jim in MN
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they want to kill us.

we know they want to kill because they say they want to kill us.

when people who say they want to kill you try to force you to take an
injection, every red flag in your brain should be blowing horizontally like it’s
in a hurricane. 

paranoid.dragon
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They want MSNBC and CNN to broadcast it to the world. They love
the idea of government agents executing citizens for the entire country
to witness.

2types
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More red flags than a May Day parade. 

ebear
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the smartest front line people see the scamdemic for what it is

COVID-19 vaccines will kill people while making their underlying conditions
appear to be the cause, prominent doctor warns (afinalwarning.com)

one week left to start everyone on ivermectin protocols and save millions of
lives over the winter 

AND

obliterate the pandemic for next to nothing 

OR

continue the current path to make billions of profits for the murderers in the
drug cartel who, in turn, bribe politicians and medical quacks like those at
the WHO.

hooligan2009
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“Most of the patients who turned up to her clinic and have tested positive
for COVID-19 felt tired. Other symptoms included sore muscles and a slight
cough, Coetzee added to Sputnik.”

Sound like flu to me.

Just another round of NWO bullshit and as others have said: Africa turned
down more Pfizer vaccines so the timing is significant. How else are they
going to sell that batch if the SA’s have said f_k off. Must scare the sheep in
the West.

told_ya_so
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Mild or not "they" were salivating to get a head start and kick the crap out of
Christmas, all apart of the new "no religion/celebrations" cabal mandate.

Apocalypse Wow
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and on that note, why is Channukah so late this year?

Biff M
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Israel Detects Link Between Myocarditis and COVID Vaccine

The most vaxx Country on the planet "THINKS" there may be a problem
with the Khazarian Mafia jab..

Imagine that???

jafo2me
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relax stud

Physics Returns
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If that's the best you got BOT..  obviously it is.. 

Tyler should abolish your miserable existence now and find a
new pet..

jafo2me
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how original luddite2day, now it's triggered

Physics Returns
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Have a nice day BOT..

jafo2me
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stay triggered luddite2day....too funny

Physics Returns
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Obviously a female. Go away. Men are talking.

afronaut
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How much is Covid a vitamin D deficiency disease  ( related to lack of
sunshine)?

Current research further supports that idea.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33744444/

rwe2late
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Note that you can also have Vitamin D deficiency despite getting
plenty of sunshine and D3 supplementation.  People with liver damage
and glutathione deficiency cannot assimilate/store sufficient Vitamin D
levels.  This is where NAC is helpful.

chiquita
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Understand any Virologist is by definition a person who knows nothing and
his/her entire field is simply make believe... There is no hard science in the
field of Virology.  

Aubiekong
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Truth.

toejam
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More of this please.

 

squib
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More of this

squib
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Ah, troll alert.  Dogsh_t is here..  it's just a cold virus, dogsh_t.  Go wear your
ten masks in a disgusting blue state.

Just a Little Froth in the Market
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There is no "Covid". There is only the repurposed influenza
exacerbated by the lockdowns, medical "Covid Protocol" malpractice,
and viral/bacterial overload face diapers... just to sell you the Gain of
Function SPIKE PROTEIN Gene Therapy "vaccine".

Battlefield USA
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I'm just saying it's a cold virus to irritate dogsht.  I personally don't
acknowledge covid's existence.

Just a Little Froth in the Market
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(Anagram) Omicron = Moronic.

--- Greg Mannarino

yogibear
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The "OmiCon Panic" seems to be a well organized Financial Raid / Market
Manipulation against both the Stock and Energy Markets.  The Panic Press
Releases issued the night before a semi-financial holiday in the US when
market volumes would be extremely thin, does not seem coincidental.

Follow the Money....

Delusion Spotter
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And was a good excuse to start a well deserved correction

Lord Raglan
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The only virus in history that gets stronger with mutations, AND more
transmissible. Only happens to bacteria which become more resistant with
every mutation. Viruses burn themselves out.

bqkephantom
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It happened with Ebola and H5N1.

Dogspurt
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Bacteria only become more dangerous due to improper use of
antibiotics. 

clot shot
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THE DEFINITION OF FULLY VACCINATED KEEPS CHANGING. 6UILD 6ACK
6ETTER

zhuangbi
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It's called the flu and it's the flu season! Turn off the fvcking TV to preserve
your sanity period.

bazuka777
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I agree.  It's all propaganda.  I've started up meditation a few days ago,
just about 30 minutes a day, to save my sanity from ruin.  I absolutely
recommend it.  Good for your health.

MissAllAmerican007
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I am also a meditator, long time.  It helps in a world gone mad to
focus on one's own priorities, but also it's about karma. what you
put out there comes back to you.  You want to keep your good heart
in these crazy times.

the French bitch
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Bayer CEO admits experimentals are gene therapy marketed as "vaccines"
to gain public trust because no one would take them. This is criminal fraud,
crimes against humanity, Helsinki Human Rights Demand every elected
leader,  politician answer why, push for Senate hearing, criminal
investigation of knowingly causing injury, death. Should be halted. Who
decided to modify 7 billion people's DNA without consent? 

 https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bayer-executive-mrna-shots-are-gene-
therapy-marketed-as-vaccines-to-gain-public-trust/

InfiniteIntellRules
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I'm in a New York state of emergency (and it's really hard typing under the
bed)

Known Fact
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Are you and Billy zio-piggy Joel in a New York State of Mind still?

or has he shipped down to Boca year round now?

Damnit Bobby
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Basically everyone is reporting that the new variant is a dud..... except for
left wing outlets who are hoping to leverage it for the political fight over
raising the debt ceiling by Friday.

Vic Chaos
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Does anyone just catch a normal cold anymore?

Known Fact
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Next up... the Brandon Variant.

_0000_
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They're ALL the Brandon Varient.

Esso
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Australia freezing Bank Accounts for the unvaccinated. "CRIMINAL"

custard
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Didn't read it,  Didn't have to , all propaganda, to hell with these fake
scientists 

Pizza the Hutt
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Dude, you can't even get a grammatically-correct sentence to issue
forth from your pie hole and you're complaining about 'fake scientists'?

Chillin like a villain
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Well I can complain about you .

But I doubt you're worth the time 

Pizza the Hutt
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#GrammarNazi

metaforge2point0
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Uneducated punk

Proofreder
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Go hide from the covid under your bed .

Cover your face with a pillow to keep the virus out , make sure you
press real tight

Pizza the Hutt
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I should point out,  since you're so picky. 

Your post is also grammatically incorrect .

I'll assume you're just stupid and leave it at that 

Pizza the Hutt
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NY is already shutting down over a “very mild” cold. Idiots.

BadApple
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moronic

 

ThePhantom
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Next version to be called Micebile

GG500
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NY is on the same course as Detroit.  If you are Christian, you might
want to escape.

Cloud9.5
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OMICRON  =  MORONIC

jafo2me
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The DS loves to play you and the American People are SO fu^^^ing
stuipd..

jafo2me
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looks like another luddite2day account......oops

Physics Returns
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yes it's confirmed

Physics Returns
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Good job Zero-hedge......Update on other news....

Pass the word down the line......

 

Murder charges have been filed against Bill Gates and the founder of
the Serum Institute in a high court in India for their role in promoting
the COVID vaccine, after a 23-year-old man died soon after taking the
injection, according to reports.

 

https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-
bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/

The Serum Institute of India (SII) received funding last year from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation through the GAVI Alliance to conduct phase 2
and 3 testing of the Covishield vaccine in India, granted by the Drugs
Controller General of India (DCGI).

“I would like to thank @BillGates, @gatesfoundation, @GaviSeth for this key
partnership of risk sharing and manufacturing of a 100 million doses, which
will also ensure equitable access at an affordable price to many countries
around the world,” tweeted SII CEO Adar Poonawalla in August 2020.

 

JGResearch

Petitioner has sought prosecution of AstraZeneca’s (Covishield)
manufacturer Bill Gates, his partner Adar Poonawalla and other
Government officials and leaders involved in the murder of a 23 year
old man, who lost his life because of vaccination. The deceased
took the Covishield vaccine by believing in the false narrative that
the vaccine is completely safe and also owing to the compliance
requirement set by the Railways that only double vaccinated people
would be allowed to travel.

The Government of India’s AEFI (Adverse Event Following
Immunisation) Committee has recently admitted that the death of
Dr.SnehalLunawat,was due to side effects of the Covishield vaccine.
The said report has exposed the falsity of the claim made by the
vaccine syndicate that vaccines are totally safe.

Petitioner has claimed Rs. 1000 crores ($ 134 million
USD) compensation and has asked for interim compensation of Rs.
100 crores ($ 13.4 million USD).

Petitioner has also sought Lie Detector, Narco Analysis Test of
accused Bill Gates and others.
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anyone can file a lawsuit,  millions of people have taken it, few have
died. not a hope in hell this goes anywhere. read some science.

simonk
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spurt, is that you?

toejam
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Indeed,

Read some Science

https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Cons
ensus_Among_Medical_Experts

Rock On Roger
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Science is not established by "consensus."  It is established by
examination of empirically observable data and the formulation of
hypotheses based on those examinations.  Repeated
examinations of said data determines whether the hypotheses
are correct.

Science is not the product of an opinion poll, you moron.

Shifter_X
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Just to add...and BTW we have not seen 'science' for a
while...

Science is a process, in addition to what you said, that needs
experimentation in order to obtain data to make conclusions
and come up with more theories...for more experiments and
more data/conclusions etc., repeat repeat repeat. The
experiments need to have dependent and independent
variables to be experiments (which we manipulate). This is
'science' (and data and conclusions).

This is not being done, people just believe experts who are
clueless and have not performed any experiments (and so they
have no data/conclusions/theories or what the masses of
sheep call 'science') but think they know something.

squib
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On a different note 

The global climate change hoax

Did you ever get to see Lord Monkton's analysis of the 97%
"consensus" ?

vonSpookenhausen
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Look at you moron, supporting the failed, useless jabs like the
lemming you are.

Hipneck911
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Covid is something spread primarily by Fauci, Gates, big pharma, bought-
off politicians and MSM. So how can we end it?

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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More transmissible and less deadly is the normal evolutionary path of a
virus.  It's burned itself out.  Immunology 101.

The medical liars who put on a fearful look and tell you this is really scary
and you should get boosted... Straight to prison.  They aren't doctors.

NoBigDeal
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But, that is only true with natural viruses. 

JiminiKrickets
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The so called 'vaccine' is more lethal than the 'virus' so....

snatchpounder
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A virus doesn't want to kill you because it dies too.  All viruses are
bound by these rules as they evolve, whether cooked up in a lab to
be dangerous or not.

NoBigDeal
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Exactly.  Around 8% of the 'human' genome is actually made up
of Viral DNA that has, inserted itself over time.  These viruses
essentially will live forever through their DNA, as long as there are
people of course.

City_Of_Champyinz
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Crockology.

toejam
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For those who havn't figured it out yet, this will only end when The People
say it ends.

JiminiKrickets
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^^^This^^^

And for many, they are saying that.

Mayanhaul
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Omicron...

code for MORONIC..  is just more of the DS laughing in your face..

Unable to use the "Scientific Method" to prove the first SARS Covid
variant even exist..

claiming a genetic sequence on a computer was "PROOF" of its reality..

finally admitting the PCR test never proved to identify Covid..  "AT ALL"..

"NOW"..  "THEY" claim they have identified a variant..

Well.. I certainly believe them.. sign me up for a booster ASAP..  

jafo2me
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Putin Variant sure to follow.  Symptoms include lots of internal natural gas,
most of Europe having chills, mass troop buildup to achieve herd
immunity, Ukraine closing borders and NATO members experiencing high
fever.  Putin calls for administrating large scale vaccinations utilizing
howitzers , drones and guided missiles.  Biden offers to send newly
appointed Nurse Victoria Nuland with a box of cookies. 

geno-econ
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I hope some people keep an eye on this doctor.  Others who defied the fake
scamdemic have been killed outright and some have been infected with an
actual deadly virus or poison to cause their death (which then is blamed on
the covid scam).

Blankone
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Imagine in this day and age being incapable of identifying psychopaths.
They used to try to hide it.

HenryDavidThoreau
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Healthcare worker of 15 years here, with a very good foundation in microbio.
The thing that the media will fail to recognize (and thus feed disinfo/fear
porn) is that mutations often do not translate over to functional gain of a
pathogen. Often times quite the opposite actually. Mutations happen all the
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6 Reply"

pathogen. Often times quite the opposite actually. Mutations happen all the
time in nature with all organisms and more often than not result in loss of
real world function vs evolutionary leap in a positive way. The thing to fear is
when a pathogen gains an evolutionary leap that improves it's virulence
and/or pathogenicity. Time will tell if this is the case with the moronic strain,
but chances are that it will not result in a super strain.
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Thank you.

Jim in MN
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If you posted an empty post it would be the same thing

captain noob
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Agreed 100%. If the disease has a 50% CFR? It ain't going to spread
very far if the hosts are dead...that's why the original MERs strain
fizzled/mutated to lesser deadly variant.

Lars Jaspenas
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One says "as dangerous as Ebola", the other says "symptoms extremely
mild".

I say "I shall retire to Bedlam".

When I see people collapsing on my left and right on the street, then I'll take
any of this seriously. Until then, I will us Grandma's formula for not getting
the Spanish Flu - GARLIC. Lots of GARLIC.

cpnscarlet
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Funny how Matt Groening always seems to have a crystal ball. 

 

https://youtu.be/eATYzPiRrig

Prince Velveeta
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The debt ceiling is obviously not mild.

Assume crash positions.

Seymour-Headsroll
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Mask tards and Jab tards are already praying for new Stimmys..lol what a
world.

Bill of Rights
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I thought it was worse than Ebola.

murkymook
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Depends where you live.  Michigan has horseflies that leave a nasty
welt.   

Ben A Drill
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In northern Minnesota, they can carry away cats and small dogs.

brunski60
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Its the GODDAM FAKE VACCINES!!! They know it and they know WE know
it.

Bill of Rights
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Trouble is they own the MSM

vonSpookenhausen
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"Two weeks from now on maybe we will say something different."

Two weeks to flatten the curve.

Anyone who still believes this is about protecting people from a virus is
Moronic...

GoodyGumdrops
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Only the fully jabbed have been infected with the moronic virus

clot shot
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Mom had a mild heart attack day after t-day. Not vaxxed, but dad is.

They get to the pistol and check her in. But wait! Nay,nay you may not enter
w/o a convid test!

This woman has locked down a year.  The nephew has fetched the
groceries.  She has been in contact with no one outside her own doc office.

Of course with a positive test, dad can’t stay/visit.

They do a heart Cath, two stents w/o any family present.

These country hospitals are glad to hand out positive tests so they can ban
the family from watching their work.

 

Wayoutwilly
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Is the hospital state funded?

That will determine the procedure.

He who pays the piper calls the tune.

hoytmonger
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Mild like the flu, who would have guessed?  But with the flu season coming
and millions of triple-jabbed with an immune system working at about 20%
of normal, we can expect to see millions of volunteers dropping dead in the
next 6 months.

    

Swamidon
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There is something going all over where IAM. There always is though. It
never made sense. 

Ms No
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For some reason, there's one little fact missing from all these Moronic News
Reports.

This virus is only attracted to the vaxxed, sort of like a Magnet. Which is odd
because a small number of vaxxed did become Magnets.

They're NOT getting the Virus, they are the Virus.

Dr Phuckit
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I was offline more or less for the thanksgiving holidays.

You'd never even know this joke was going on if it weren't for the internet/tv

Cole The Bar
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You would have no idea there was a Pandemic unless all these Idiots
were not wearing Masks.

And even when there are no more restrictions, these Idiots are still
wearing masks, and still walking around people without masks.

So you would have no idea restrictions were lifted.

 

Dr Phuckit
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The NIH is now reporting that a NEW and IMPROVED VARIANT is on the
loose. It's extremely dangerous because it creates no symptoms at all!

Weihan
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The FEAR narrative of the Fauci Cabal is FAILING and their whole
criminal conspiracy is coming apart at the seams.
The people everywhere are onto their tricks and it's now just a matter of
time until these plandemic conspirators are brought to justice!

Weihan
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VIRUS Hoaxing BS media propaganda.

BDB
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Blah, blah, blah.......

Two years, no mask ever, no social distancing,  damn sure no vaccine, never
sick.....

I'll take my chances, Doc.

So sick of hearing this fake crap.  So sick of arguing with stupid people who
are never going to get it.  So sick of contrarian arguments that just validate a
hoax.

bshirley1968
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I hear ya. I'm sick and tired of their lies, and I refuse to play my role in
their scamdemic.

GoodyGumdrops
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These clowns are still falsifying the identity of the common colds and
influenza as the original and "delta" strains, and they think you are stupid
enough to believe, that in just a matter of days, they've miraculously
developed a diagnostic with sufficient specificity to identify the new, Xi, I
mean Omicron, strain.

We must all start assertively re-educating the fearfully compliant among us
and, if time allows, the willfully ignorant.

razorthin
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You need to sequence the genome to determine the variant.  I read an
interesting article today about South Africa only sequencing 1% of all
samples.  The US does 3.6%.  Some of the Scandinavian countries are
near 40%.  It's a much more sophisticated process than a simple PCR
test.

TrumpyBear
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And, what percent of the entire sequence of the largely un-
sequenced genome are they using as the reference in their
fraudulent PCR testing?  Your point is noted, but still irrelevant in the
context of an irrelevant diagnostic.

razorthin
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They're gonna put everybody under house arrest again, and it has nothing to
do with a virus.

fackbankz
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GERMAN CHEMISTRY PHD MURDERED TODAY FOR THIS WARNING:

He says the MRNA is a diversion, The Graphene Oxide is one nanometer
thick and is literally sharp enough to cut a cell in half or a blood vessel

WOW

the video is in German...

https://www.bitchute.com/video/X9oMvf6dbhCi/

El_Puerco
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this is a youtube video, and you have to "confirm your age to see it" 
and this means you have to have

a google acnt, but I got rid of mine a few weeks ago because I though
it was a little too much like fraternizing with the enemy, so I could not
see it. That' how they do censorship.  verify your age, really now. like
there was something I was not supposed to see if I was too young.

dltff-ya
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This is a serious video if what this guy says is correct. JFC  miniature
razor blades as he describes them. 

Now he's dead

Farmerz
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https://shepherdsheart.life/blogs/news/why-ignoring-the-golden-gate-
of-cellular-control-will-cost-your-life

Thomas Edmonds
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Thank you for the Link...

Saludos...

El_Puerco
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After two years of this schitt show, no one trusts the govt. The jab did not
word. 

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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It did work to kill and maim tens of thousands.

Weihan
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In the meantime, the Empire strikes back:

https://www.rt.com/usa/541566-fauci-omicron-variant-vaccines/

Good thing that Trump did NOT fire this clown! 

🤬

 

Monkey Wrench

White House coronavirus adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci has described
the Omicron variant of Covid-19 as a “clarion call” to get people
vaccinated.
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My sister had vax because she works at hospital and isn't sharpest tool in
the shed, despite being conservative. I expect she might succumb to it
eventually because she already had some weird heart issue from birth. It got
weirder after the shot and if she drinks more than two glasses of wine her
heart feels like it's fluttering. That's new and I'm sure related. She always
wants to have wine with me but I figure one day she will drop and her kids
will blame me.

I was supposed to go over for Thanksgiving but bailed because I was tired
and wanted to use my time getting stuff done and getting rest. I came down
with first symptoms of being sick on Thursday late. I suppose if I had gone I
might have killed her with ADE. You never know. Strange times we live in. 

Ms No
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Let’s see...patient with congenital heart condition drinks wine and has
VFib, sooo vax? I’d say maybe put the bottle down or see her
cardiologist or both.

White Domestic Tourist
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This is like a protracted version of Orson Welles' War of the Worlds radio
hoax. 

John Grady
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0 Micron

The appropriate mask mesh size for globalists and their servants

(think plastic bags)

Jim in MN
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Nothing but Deep STATE SQUID WRAPPING ITS TENTACLES around your
THROAT.   

THE DEEP STATE NARRATIVE is designed to ENSLAVE YOU.  Please
resist.   The "DOCTOR" that said this is like EBOLA SHOULD LOSE HIS
LICENSE...AND maybe try him for  inciting riot.  PLEASE RESIST.  the vaxx
is not helpful against any of the variants.  You can still catch it, spread it, die
from it AND suffer consequences from vaxx,  Why would you think for a
second that the vaxx is protective at all except for colluding media cnn,
msnbc etc.....   STICK FAUCI AND GATES IN JAIL FOR ADVANCING THIS
GAIN OF FUNCTION VIRUS. crimes against humanity.

Thebighouse
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Impact of the virus continues to be dwarfed by the impact of the fake
vaccines.

JohnGaltsChild
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we need to inject your children NOW , even 1 month old

ThePhantom
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Former Chief Science Officer and Vice President at Pfizer Says Third
Shot May “Initiate Depopulation.”

Heard enough yet??

Yea.. you're right...

Go back to sleep..

https://coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/10/20/israeli-
mathematician-says-vaccination-causing-surge-in-child-deaths/
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sure thing cupcake

Physics Returns
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“Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from
mediocre minds.”
― Albert Einstein

jafo2me
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you're not a great spirit at least that is settled

Physics Returns
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The Holy Spirit loves even you BOT..

jafo2me
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did you take your OCD pills today. enjoy your spirits....in
moderation luddite2day

Physics Returns
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Moronic . Media are virus hoaxing propaganda distributors.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/11/27/the-uns-who-new-
fear-triggering-word-omicron-is-not-of-any-concern/
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Are you saying there is no 'virus'? They gonna call you cuckoo    ;)

Keep up the great work/blog!

squib
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Jesus Christ, so being “extremely tired” for two days in a row is going to set
off the next round of hysteria, censorship, lockdowns, travel bans and
mandates…

neocons on meathooks
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That is good, generally the case and hopefully so, however it is really
starting to look like we're in foggy uncharted waters. The bio-labs are
probably working overtime on mutations. 

Rashomon
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More COVID Science Theater 3K

Known Fact
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Wait, what did he say? Oh no, he didn't...

Must be an error somewhere in the system.

Not to worry. Quick, suspend his twitter a/c. Destroy his character 24/7 on
MSM...

Suddenly "discover" inappropriate child images on his laptop.

Did I forget something?

 

pathological liar
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You know, I know very little about epidemiology, but I have a smidge of
common sense.

If every variant is 30 times deadlier, more transmissible and vaxproof than
the previous one, wouldn't people actually be dropping dead in the streets
like we were lead to believe 2 years ago?

Only Way Out
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Did you know 1231823 people have already passed on because of the
new virus. It is so deadly they did so before they got it.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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I lost count of how many people i knew died because of this terrible
variant

captain noob
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I’m just gonna go ahead and suck down a hollow point to save
myself the suffering from this even deadlier virus

greenskeeper carl
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Not right away.   The virus must find the perfect fits.  The Great
Linearers strike again!

ThanksIwillHaveAnother
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How anyone still believes this bullsh*t is beyond me.

TheGoldstein
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They may be setting us up to release a real one. The Wolf may be right
around the corner waiting for us to ignore it. 

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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Sheep grow up fearing the wolf when perhaps it is the shepherd
they should fear. 

INGSOC
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Clearly Omicron is the worst disease ever. It makes people go crazy before
they've even caught it! That's a powerful virus. 

Oilwatcher
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The magic virus designed to bring us into the Global Family of Fascism...
Powell know who to take his direction from The World Economic Forum has
launched the BBB that we are sensing and we are in its grip.

Skip59
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BBB will be a massive fraud and loser bill there is not enough to fund
their fantasy..we are on life support as it is.

Bill of Rights
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So what we have here is a self-vaccinating viral variant that will destroy
Pfizer share price over the coming month.

Who needs a vaccination when the wild variant is mild and prevents further
infection?

novictim
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I was thinking the same thing--Omicron is the best thing to come along
for all of us who are unvaxxed and still have not come down with any
Covid.  If it's that infectious, maybe this is the one we'll catch.  If it's
mild, it shouldn't be dangerous so it will be one and done with natural
immunity.  Too bad for the vaxxed, but most of this wouldn't be
happening if it weren't for them.

chiquita
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Thanks. Much as I suspected,

But ..... nothing is about facts. It's all about hype and manipulation.

But now I have a baseline.

dead hobo
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But it could have a huge impact on this Friday's debt ceiling vote.

Vic Chaos
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Who pays for giving the entire population of earth PTSD?

1hwd02
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The list is long, and getting longer...NUREMBURG II

marieeiram
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Within 2 days MSM will report this Drs horrible death from catching
Omicron.

Fauci, Gates and the Clinton foundation will have nothing to do with it, of
course.

Go out and buy RFKs book now, "The Real Anthony Fauci".  These
cockroaches scatter when the light of truth shines on them.

Seal Team 6
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Yes, the doctor will somehow manage to shoot himself in the back of
the head multiple times.

SullyLuther
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fun facts

globally, there are 20 million remaining "active cases" out of 261 million.

the US has 9.4 million out of 49.1 million

india has 103,000  out of 34.6 million

up to november 12th, 2021, for the US ,there were 900,000 adverse events
on VAERS, with one in 40 reporting = 36 million adverse events.

annualized US covid "cases" over 23 months = 25.6 million - this is without
any adjustment for those having covid present whilst being treated for
something else entirely. if it is the same 6% with ONLY covid present, the
number of actual "covid only" patients is 1.5 million

annualized adverse events over 6 months of significant injections = 72
million.

injections have caused 48 times more health issues than covid.

the real outrage occurs with deaths.

deaths with ONLY covid a cause are around 48,000 (6% out of 800,000
reported as deaths with covid "present") after 23 months.

deaths on VAERS with one in 40 reporting are 19,000 = 760,000

annualized covid deaths are 25,000

annualized deaths from injections on VAERS are 1,520,000

injections have caused 60 times more deaths than covid

fun facts...

anecdotally, india has had 900 deaths from injections.

Cannot cast doubt on Covid vaccination, its efficacy: Supreme Court |
Latest News India - Hindustan Times

its adverse events ratio is reported as 0.04% of 1,231,940,531 injections so
far. = around 500,000 adverse events. no indications of the level of reporting
of adverse events. one in 10 would be 5 million.

CoWIN Dashboard

hooligan2009
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Some facts to consider...

 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), for example,
owns 57 vaccine patents and spent \$4.9 billion in 2019 buying and
distributing vaccines.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) receives 45 percent of its
budget from the pharmaceutical industry.
The National Institutes of Health (NIH), with its \$42 billion budget,
owns hundreds of vaccine patents and often profits from the sale of
products it supposedly regulates.
High-level officials receive yearly emoluments of up to \$150,000 in
royalty payments on products that they help develop and then usher
through the approval process.

https://www.unz.com/article/fauci-and-the-great-aids-swindle/ 
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The early treatment is to pull your head out of your azz.

pine_marten
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I got my mother to turn off her TV.

She would have it tuned to Fox "news" all day and she was always
frantic about things that had no impact on her.

Now she sews and works on crafts that bring her an additional income.

hoytmonger
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from here:

🇺🇸

 Rep. Wiz Chadwick 

🥶

 on Twitter: "Nurse in Idaho explains that Covid
patients are dying from the treatments, not Covid. https://t.co/2AI0N82Oa2"
/ Twitter

Remdevisir is used time after time and causes organ failure

Gilead spent millions lobbying and sponsoring quacks to discredit HCQ 

11 NIH panels members are sponsored or have ties to Gilead and actively
promoted Remdevisir.

so did Fauci.

Fauci's wife, Christine Grady, is NIH Chief of Bioethics and Human Subjects
Research

hooligan2009
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demon skank/concubine

OrangeCircles100
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Breaking news everyone:  a new variant of the common cold has been
found in South Africa. In response, governments around the world are
imposing travel bans, mask mandates, restrictions on businesses, and
rumor has it, full lockdowns too. That's your news for tonight, and welcome
to idiocracy.

Nona Yobiznes
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I don't think the sheep will wake up or even want to wake up. My mate
proudly texted me to say he got his booster. "Still alive" he sarcastically
pronounced with smiley emoji. 

AViewFromDublin
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I remember when “feeling extremely tired” perhaps meant a few days in bed,
now it’s global lockdown.

Sandman69
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Some people were tired!! Quick, shut down the world so other people don't
get tired too! Build quarantine camps to put people who are at risk of getting
tired in and enforce a tiredness vaccine!!! No time to lose or everyone might
get tired, of it all.

Boringusername
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Germany - the jabbed and unjabbed are separated with a fence in a
supermarket

https://twitter.com/G_P_L_M/status/1464975328372305921

 

Damnit Bobby
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That is one of the STUPIDEST THING I HAVE EVER SEEN IN MY
ENTIRE LIFE!! 

The world has gone bonkers! :(

MissAllAmerican007
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thank you, Dr Barry Schoub.

but we know evil tyrants will surely exaggerate its mortality in order to grab
more controls on world population.

aeslong
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So Omicron ends up being more easily transmittable, increasing infections
and taking market share from Delta. But Omicron is less stable because of
all its super scary mutations, which end up killing it, and not us, as the Fauci
fraudsters want. So the end result is their fake vaccines ended up forcing
the mutation that turns covid back into a simple flu.

It's like God is saying FUCK JOE BIDEN.

Baer Creighton
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The clot shots don't have graphene oxide, they have graphene hydroxide-
nano scale razor blades.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/X9oMvf6dbhCi/

GERMAN CHEMISTRY PHD MURDERED TODAY FOR THIS WARNING:
It all makes sense now.
His wife's message:

https://youtu.be/uUWcL3SHuBc

My sincere condolences! I'm lost for words!..

Is in german ...

WOW!

El_Puerco
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Saw something about that the other day.

WTF!?

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Just call it graphene and you have it covered.

Swampthedrain
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Deaths are skyrocketing above any normal average in all the most highly
vaccinated countries. One has to wonder why.

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/21/depopulation-agenda-most-vaccinated-
countries-are-all-suffering-an-extraordinary-rise-in-excess-deaths/

The vaccinated are now presenting with a decimation of the immune system
similar to AIDS:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8538446/

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/16/are-the-fully-vaccinated-developing-
covid-19-vaccine-induced-acquired-immunodeficiency-syndrome/
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They're going to claim it's due to "climate change,"

Just wait.

hoytmonger
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Nah. Clearly the MORONIC variant is the perfectly timed excuse for
"Winter is Coming" ADE.

TheMysteriousOne
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So according to this doctor, not to deny his words, just to interpret them.
The best vaccine for the alpha variant and the delta variant is the omicron
variant.

So technically and entirely logically, they should grow and spread the
omicron variant to as many people as fast as possible, the unvaccinated of
course, so it spreads first and makes all those who caught immune to the
alpha and delta variants and any other variants for life.

So is the omicron variant the sound and proper vaccine against the alpha,
delta and all future variants, currently insufficient data, needs to be further
evaluated but by far the lowest cost cure to covid craziness.

There is a really funny part in there, all those who got immunised against the
alpha variant might be resistant to the omicron variant and thus remain at
risk to the delta variant and other future, more dangerous variants, whilst
those who have the omicron variant are safe for a very long time.

rtb61
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Lot of logic in that post, thanks.

Fecal Plume
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Why is the flu not mentioned anymore?

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Don't be a racist.

Clowndowner
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LOL YOU know why....

_0000_
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It died of Covid.

hoytmonger
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The what?

NoMasIlegales
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They're mild to moderate there, but wait until they hit the 400 pound
diabetics here. 

Farmerz
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Ermahgerd kervid!!

StuffyourVAXX
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Blasphemy. Everyone should shelter in place and splash the blood of virgin,
once vaccinated yet not boostered upon the post and lintel of the door
frame thus saith lord Fauci.

booboo
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Oy vey.

Well played booboo.

NoMasIlegales
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I think they need variant narratives to explained why all the vaxxed are going
to start dying. Check out this obvious script:

"It originated in Africa, possible mutating in an “untreated AIDS patient” (sick
people are breeding grounds for dangerous “mutations”)."

See they are always trying to "treat" Africans for things they allegedly have
and they know they are being experimented on and so avoid them. So now
their wise avoidance can be blamed too.

Ms No
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What to do. It's all been planned well Mike Yeadon, ex-Pfizer scientist sent
this out Thursday. We are approaching Stage 5: Phase 5: Establish chaos
and Martial law. (November 2021-March 2022) and most people still think
we are going back to normal!? The pathway to new world order ... Phase 1:
Simulate a threat and create fear. (December 2019-March 2020) - Mount a
fake pandemic in China. - Kill tens of thousands of elderly people. - Increase
the number of cases and deaths - Position vaccination as the only solution
from the beginning. - Focus all attention on Covid-19. Result, (almost)
general panic - Phase 2: Sow the tares and division. (March 2020-December
2020) - Impose multiple unnecessary, liberticidal and unconstitutional
coercive measures. - Paralyze trade and the economy. - Observe the
submission of a majority and the resistance of a rebellious minority. -
Stigmatize the rebels and create a horizontal division. - Censoring dissident
leaders. - Punish disobedience. - Generalize PCR tests. - Create confusion
between cases, infected, sick, hospitalized and dead. - Disqualify all
effective treatments. - Hope for a rescue vaccine. Result, (almost) general
panic. Phase 3: Bring a treacherous and deadly solution. (December 2020-
June 2021) - Offer a free vaccine for everyone. - Promise protection and
return to normality. - Establish a herd immunization target. - Simulate a
partial recovery of the economy. - Hide statistics of side effects and deaths
from injections. - Passing off the side effects of the injections as "natural"
effects of the virus and the disease. - Recover the notion of a variant as a
natural mutation of the virus. - Justify the maintenance of coercive measures
by not applying the herd immunity threshold. - Punish health professionals
for the illegal exercise of care and healing. - Result, doubts and feelings of
betrayal among the vaxx, discouragement among opponents. Phase 4:
Install Apartheid and the QR code. (June 2021-October 2021) - Voluntarily
plan for shortages. - Impose the vaccination pass (QR code) to reward the
vaccinated, punish the resistant. - Create an Apartheid of the privileged
against the others. - Take away the right to work or study from non-vaxx. -
Withdraw basic services to the non-vaxx. - Impose PCR payment tests on
non-vaxx. Result, First stage of digital control, impoverishment of
opponents Phase 5: Establish chaos and Martial law. (November 2021-
March 2022) - Exploit the shortage of goods and food. - Cause the paralysis
of the real economy and the closure of factories and shops. - Let
unemployment explode. - Apply a third dose to the vaxx (boosters). - Take
up the murder of the living old men. - Impose compulsory vaccination for all.
- Amplify the myth of variants, the efficacy of the vaccine and the immunity
of the herd. - Demonize the anti-vaxx and hold them responsible for the
dead. - Arrest opposition leaders. - Impose digital identity on everyone (QR
code): Birth certificate, identity document, passport, driving license, health
insurance card ... - Establish martial law to defeat the opposition. Result,
Second stage of digital control. Imprisonment or removal of opponents.
Phase 6: Cancel the debts and dematerialize the money. (March 2022-
September 2022) - Trigger the economic, financial and stock market
collapse, the bankruptcy of the banks. - To rescue the losses of the banks in
the accounts of their clients. - Activate the «Great Reset». - De-materialize
money. - Cancel debts and loans. - Impose the digital portfolio. (Digital
Wallet) - Seize properties and land. - Ban all global medicines, including
total ban on herbal medicine. - Confirm the obligation to vaccinate semi-
annually or annually. - Impose food rationing and a diet based on the Codex
Alimentarius. - Extend the measures to emerging countries. Result, Third
stage of digital control. Extension of the N.O.M. to the whole planet. (Novus
Ordo Mass, translated it means New Order.
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sadly you are probably correct....

 

Aubiekong
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All those Preppers - are not wrong.

Why?

Because an Army runs on it's stomach.

An Army of the People who have just about had enough.  (edited to clarify)

Going to buy food. Now.

Dred Nought
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After almost a year of the Biden regime, the virus doesn't much scare me
anymore.

 

cakesquid
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It's not a 'regime' unless you're not free to leave.  Sounds like you've
capitulated to exaggeration and hyperbole.

Chillin like a villain
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Who’s taking bets on how long he lives? Anyhow, Bill Gates has invested in
small pox vaccines and said the greatest threat is a bio terror attack of small
pox. They’ve made their intentions clear

EndofTimes
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Gates is checkmated by what they have on him with Epstein.

cakesquid
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Omicron “is a clarion call” for people to be vaccinated, said Biden's top
medical advisor

Eat sht and die slow. Abusive terrorist garbage masquerading as elected
leaders.

The "vaccine" cure all OK

Farflungstar3
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the immediate downvote cuck who wants to wear a mask for the rest
of his sad miserable life and do whatever the govt tells him to do.

You're on the wrong board, FOAD

Farflungstar3
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I have my halberd beside my clarion

Oxygen Likes Carbon
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The current generation of 'leaders' around the world are the most cowardly
in history.

Smerf
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Trump: "Only 15 cases going down to zero shortly."

j70
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Nobody will EVER be fully vaccinated.

It's a feature, not a bug.

Zero-Hegemon
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In the early days of vaccinations, it was discovered that if one gets infected
with cow pox, they become immune to small pox. Cow pox is much milder
than small pox. So they started vaccinating people with cow pox, and they
became immune to the much more dangerous, small pox.

Perhaps Omicron is our new cow pox vaccine? If it is found that Omicron
offers nothing more than mild flu like symptoms, then perhaps the whole
world can be infected with Omicron, and they will become immune to all
covid variants? Give the whole world an Omicron cold, and the world will
become covid free.

Sounds crazy, but you never know.

mailll
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Thats not entirely true, Small Pox just faded(mutated) away.

JiminiKrickets
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What you said is called "fake science". Small pox was on this planet
for about 3000 years at the very least. The small pox vaccine
eradicated it from planet earth. So give me your down vote, and be
done with it.

mailll
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No, you're fake science, you have no proof a vax ended small
pox, genetic sequencing proves the variola virus mutated to a
less infectious form, as all natural virus does.

JiminiKrickets
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Well, that is your opinion. But I disagree with it. You are
obviously an antivaxer. But most vaccines are beneficial, and I
am sure you would disagree with this statement. But, you have
the right to believe what you like. As for me, I am not an
antivaxer, but I do refuse to take the covid vaccine, although
2/3rds of this planet would have no problem taking it. But I am
against mandatory vaccinations for covid, since it is basically a
new technology. And I trust my immune system to fight it off  
more than I trust the covid vaccine. And seeing the last 9 out
of 10 people I know who caught covid, yet were fully
vaccinated, I have no issue with my decision. But I do believe
it does help save lives, but only if the vaccinated do not have a
compromised immune system. The vaccine is worthless if one
does not have a fully functional immune system.

And this is the medical communities problem. They push the
vaccine, but they don't push the importance of building a
strong immune system. So people get vaccinated, and many
are still dying. If they are given the vaccine, and also take
multivitamins to help build a strong immune system, they
would have lived. But even the medical community has a high
degree of ignorance.

mailll
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I am not anti-vax, but the Covid-19 shot is not a vax, its a
GMO therapy drug.

Vaccines provide immunity and prevent the spread, unlike
Covid-19 shot.

JiminiKrickets
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I agree with you on this one. It does not prevent the spread
of covid, despite the attempt to get us to believe it does.
They are lying, and people are dying.

But I do agree that it shortens the length of time that one
may have covid for, so it shortens the time of the person
being contagious. And, I do believe that it is helping to save
lives. But only for those who also have a reliable immune
system.

Still, I am against a vaccine mandate, and I refuse to get
vaccinated. My immune system is working just fine due to
proper diet, and one multivitamin daily.

And as for this vaccine being called a GMO therapy drug? I
don't think the medical community would agree with you on
this one.

mailll
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Not all viruses are the same, intrinsically, or immunologically.  This isn't
HS science stuff.

Biff M
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I have an opinion, although I obviously can't prove it. But since 20-
25% of the common cold is a corona virus, it is possible that there is
one form of a coronavirus cold that people caught that made them
immune to covid. This could be just one explanation as to why some
people are immune, or are asymptomatic to covid.

But, as I said, sounds crazy, but you never know.

Remember Steven Hawkins? He set out to prove that one persons
theory was wrong. But what he ended up doing was proving that the
theory was right after all. And he became a world renown physicist
because of it. Like I said, you never know. 

mailll
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The facts of the cow pox case were that  small pox immunity only
presented in about 10% of people exposed to cow pox.

JiminiKrickets
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What they're worried about is the new strain combined with ADE will mean
disaster, or could mean disaster, for the vaxxed.

GreatCaesar'sGhost
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This is where people who are vaxxed really dig in their heels.  They had
a mild reaction, a bit of redness and a sore arm for a day or two, so
they extrapolate that to everyone on the planet.  Impossible to explain
even the simplest biological process to them, let alone something as
complex as ADE or OAS.  Besides, their doctor told them it was safe,
so who are you to contradict that?

More Doctors Smoke Camels Than Any Other Cigarette

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCMzjJjuxQI

How the hell do you compete with that until the bodies are stacked so
high they're impossible to ignore?

ebear
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Sister: I got my shots and haven't had any problems.

Me: Do you have cancer?

Sister: No.

Me: So nobody else has cancer either?

Blano
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Commence cover story....NEW super strain that no vax can stop...have
to justify the carnage from the vaccine campaign.  

SmoothOpSF
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Zerohedge = the wolf news in sheep’s clothing

The propaganda ministry’s approach to fool conservatives.

We all know the viral thing is bullsheet. So just stop!

BigCumulusClouds
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Seeing more glimmers of doubt in the social media realm now.  Intelligent
but previously 100% Kool-Aid drinkers starting to post 'what the hell is
going on' sorts of stuff.  Even that Mass Psychosis video.

There are so many cracks in the narrative it's pretty much all cracks now.

Jim in MN
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Does anybody know anyone who’s gotten the flu, a cold, or the “crud” in the
past year?     Exactly.

GeeCee
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No. I did have a mild cold for a few days, which I got from a vaccinated
person. 

Pearls to Swine
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Sorry to hear you were sick for a few days. My point here, is, that
much of the common seasonal ailments people are having are
getting lumped into to “Covid” numbers. 

GeeCee
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indeed they are, as a matter of policy. 

Pearls to Swine
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Mild my ass you better get 4 boosters tomorrow or else. 

Flatdick
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Bots wanna propaganda.

Dogspurt marx...

GG500
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So the alleged “New” variant is interestingly named the “OM”-icron
[Omicron] variant. Interesting because Gates did a “presentation” years
back about a vax prototype that could basically eliminate the “God gene”,
from what he claimed were fanatics, extremists, [aka, those who resist being
Subjugated].. and they’ve interestingly named this “alleged” variant the
“OM-icron” variant.

Om', 'Ohm' or 'Aum' is a sacred sound that is known generally as the sound
of the universe. Om is all encompassing, the essence of ultimate reality…

“Omicron”
OM+Micro[soft]+Cron [Unix-like operating system command]

~Curious Indeed

The White Rabbit
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It's MORONIC

Shifter_X
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Israel Sees 'Concerning' Surge in Cardiac Arrest And Heart ...

Israel Detects Link Between Myocarditis and COVID Vaccine

ISRAELI MATHEMATICIAN SAYS VACCINATION CAUSING SURGE IN
YOUTH DEATHS

Japanese Health Ministry Pulls 1.6 Million Doses of Moderna Over
Foreign Objects That “React to Magnets” in Vials

(Nikkei Asia) Doctors Report Parasite-Like Objects and Nanobot-Like
Structures in COVID Injections

Prestigious Science Journal Article Backs True Number of US Vaccine
Deaths as in the “Hundreds of Thousands”

jafo2me
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Spells like Moronic, sounds like Unicorn.

Panic Mode
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South Africa said Saturday it's being "punished" for detecting the new
Omicron coronavirus variant as more countries rush to enact travel bans and
restrictions.

Biden is xenophobic and racist. Even Kamala(when not sucking someone
off) says Biden is a racist, lol

Boyd Crowder
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Well SA President said this evening 8.00pm CAT they are not going to
shut anything down 

First sensible thing he has said in 2 years

vonSpookenhausen
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Towards the end of the 21 century, global chemical warfare left the planet
nearly uninhabitable… 

QuiteShocking
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This guy didnt kill himself. 

Horatio Cornblower
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the strain infecting israel is especially bad. israelis need 6-7 more booster
shot over the next year to take care of the problem.

besnook10
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Why hasn't Moronic been accused of anti-Semitism?

NumbNuts
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They can’t figure out who needs to pay up.

neocons on meathooks
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Fauci: "Omicron “is a clarion call” for people to be vaccinated, said Biden's
top medical advisor on NBC’s “Meet the Press.”

This little runt should be on death row.

 

SupernovaRider
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Thank you for your honesty Dr. Coetzee, but find a bunker and don’t tell
anyone where you’re going. She could wind up Epstein’d.

Bobbyrib
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No, we will have our own opinions. Lock them down for months while we
think about it.  

I bet they are furious the talking down hit the wires so fast.

rsnoble
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Maybe on reflection, it wasn't a great idea to give computers to the
peasants.

Shifter_X
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NIH If you feel fine seek medical attention 

immediately 

🤔🤣🖕😎

Wodan 1785 USA
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all of this for a virus that worldwide has not been isolated from a human. 
And to this day is only a computer made pretend version up of a immaginary
virus using monkey cells and guessing....

Aubiekong
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signs of Omicron...

Feeling good

No coughing or sneezing

No temperature

No aches or pains

If you have these symptoms you need to get your life savings booster jab
today!!!!!  dont wait or you might keep feeling great and not even know you
have the virus...

Aubiekong
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Biden seems super concerned.

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-spotted-in-nantucket-shopping-
indoors-without-a-mask-despite-sign-mandating-them

Ms No
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sorry folks covid was never that deadly to begin with.

the problem with this variant no matter how mild.. is it infects the vaxxed
and they are unprotected and are at increased risk of death

gordo
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I agree with you.  Unfortunately the vaxxed are also creating mutations
at an accelerated rate, because the vax is leaky. This puts everyone at
greater risk 

ChocolateChocolateChip
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This is a "problem" HOW, exactly??

I've been immuno compromised most of my life. I WON'T GET
JABBED!

And yet somehow, people I barely know brag about being on their
fourth "booster", and demand that I do what they say, and get jabbed
as well. No knowledge at all of my medical history; no actual expertise
at all. Just some junk science BS they've copied and pasted from
[insert spurious "news" source here]

 

I don't actually want them to die. I just want them to get sick enough
so they lose their power of speech. Or in some way, just somehow
MIND THEIR OWN BUSINESS, and leave me the hell alone

SonOfSammm
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Covid was a big disappointment to the bioweapons gang...they had
hoped to create a chimeric virus that could kill millions of people, but
they discovered (once again) that where decent sanitation is the norm,
epidemics don't get a foothold very easily at all. 

As this thing slowly blows over, the challenge we all now face is
destroying the roots of global control. 

Globalists (and the UN is a global organization) have managed to ruin
our lives with their control over the globalist medical establishment. 

It is absolutely critical that the US refuse to listen to the WHO.  We do
not NEED the WHO for anything; we have our own medical institutions
(totally corrupt, of course) and our own government.  We do not need,
nor should we listen to, the WHO. 

Mister E
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Lock it down before oil goes to $200 and bond yields blow out!!!

 

CovidBannedTard
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Two days to flatten this strain.

Jim in MN
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Omicron - The police state variant of total control.

Globalist Overlord
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This won't do for the winter panic narrative. They need something to
happen.

Ms No
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Another Las Vegas false flag without Mohammed Bin Salmon

Lord Raglan
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Don't rain on the new lockdown lefties Mask & Jab parade. Monkeys gotta
panic.

quasi_verbatim
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It's so lethal that rhythms with 'unicorn'

Panic Mode
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Just pop some more popcorn and sit back and watch the idiots panic over a
minor cold.

jim942
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Why would you want to prevent the spread of a mild variant?  When your
stock price is based in selling vaccinations fo-eh-vah.

novictim
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Get the vaccine now. It takes 2 weeks to start working. You may not have
time.

ThrowAwayYourTV
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On it, lol.

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f
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You do realize Omni-con was first discovered in 4 fully vaxxxinated
people?

JiminiKrickets
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Vaccination also reduces the severity of any infection you may get,
which may be the difference between hospitalisation and ICU, or
ICU and death.

Dogspurt
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That's why people all around me and in the circle of colleagues
that know colleagues who know colleagues started dying 1+
years into the 'pandemic' as soon as the vaccine was unleashed.
Funny how that works.

1hwd02
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But it decreases the illness severity and term.

ThrowAwayYourTV
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And if you drop dead you can't get sick!

/Fauci logic

pods
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When you die you die easier, right?

Hoss N. Pfeffer
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You forgot the /s

clot shot
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PS closed my VIX play on Friday, looks like a good move.

Bill of Rights
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Coincidentally, Schoub is now on the Goldman payroll to discuss the fake
mutation.  It is a battle of Big Pharma vs the Banksters. 

Enraged
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Let's pray they destroy one another.

Volga Boat Man
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One greedy elite group is upset that a WMD has been used against
them by a second greedy elite group, but the first greedy elite group
fails to understand that it ENABLED the WMD to be developed by the
second greedy elite group. So now we have sociopaths turning on
each other, which is a giant tell that the game is entering the end
phase.

SDShack
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Graphene Oxide or Graphene Hydroxide in the jabs are 0.1nm thin razor
blades. Thinnest diamonds. Undestructible. They stay in the body forever.
They cut the blood vessel lining.

All the dropping athletes, soccer players; instantly shaking victims right after
the jabbing on site; instantly blood spewing from mouth seconds after the
jab; myocarditis; all this is explained by razor sharp diamond blades as
causing mechanism. A nanotech killer weapon, old school style. mRNA,
Sprotein is there to perhaps to distract and to have a patsy as to be blamed
upon. KISS - Keep it simple, stupid. Occams razor. Ironic isn't it?

The top expert Dr Andreas Noack from Austria in Europe regarding
Graphene has been brutally murdered after a two hour video by the Austrian
state on 23rd November 2021. His wish was to spread his info.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Nb5JTO4KAO1n

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Pk3sQ24zPzAp

Share wide and far. This is bare proof of intent to murder of the whole
population, including children and babies. Guillotines?

LiteBeeer
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If they don't drop some flu with this it's over before it starts. They would
have to increase ADE deaths at the very least. People have to see things.

I hope they are this stupid. Numerous of us were expecting them to look
weak as hell by the end of November and they do. Ball is in their court
though and they have a full freezer. This narrative simply won't cut it,
especially when it's widely refuted instantly.

Ms No
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It'll give them a chance to practice their gaslighting skills.

hoytmonger
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quick someone tell the mainstream media this.......

RIGHTPOWER
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WHO had listed the "variant' already in December 2020. WEF published
something in July mentioning the strain. Of course it's all bullshit. 

Someone thought it was a good idea to release on the Friday after Thx
Giving as a backdrop to crash the markets. Tylers, maybe you guys can do a
deep scan on who was still short after so many Hedgies had thrown the
towel after months and months of new ATHs. Someone who just "recently"
entered the short side.

The shelf lives of these scariant stories are getting shorter and shorter.
Except for a couple diehard hypochondriacs, nobody believes any of this
anymore.
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I can't wait to see if this sad narrative and title is all they have here. If so
they are a lot dumber than I thought.
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the story didn't even survive the weekend

but it sure filled the news cycle when the media should be covering
Ghislaine and pedo island
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The Gov. of NY passed an EO this weekend allowing hospitals to
cancel certain procedures to allow for more bed space due to the
fake news.

“We’ve taken extraordinary action to prevent the spread of COVID-
19 and combat this pandemic. However, we continue to see warning
signs of spikes this upcoming winter, and while the new Omicron
variant has yet to be detected in New York State, it’s coming,”
Hochul said.

“In preparation, I am announcing urgent steps today to expand
hospital capacity and help ensure our hospital systems can tackle
any challenges posed by the pandemic as we head into the winter
months. The vaccine remains one of our greatest weapons in
fighting the pandemic, and I encourage every New Yorker to get
vaccinated, and get the booster if you’re fully vaccinated.”

https://nypost.com/2021/11/26/gov-hochul-orders-elective-surgery-
canceled-amid-covid-spike-omicron/
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They probably need to do that there due to the firing of those that
refused the "magic shot".

Useyourmind
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Good point.

hoytmonger
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3rd time's the charme? 

fyi, people with money always get their medical
appointments

hospitals have been doing triage forever 
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Omni-Con.

“In a way, hopefully it won’t displace delta because delta we know responds
very well to the vaccine,” he said.'

And still a tool for death jabbing.
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Should inject Fauci with each new variant to see what affects it will have on
the human body.

It's worth the risk. 
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And daily doses of AZT. Must be good for something since it wasn't
safe and effective against cancer and AIDS....maybe it will work for
Cootie 19 variants
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AKA the 'don't talk about Ghislaine' variant.
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"I just wish her well, frankly,” the president said at his first coronavirus
briefing since April. “I've met her numerous times over the years... I just
wish her well, whatever it is."

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-ghislaine-maxwell-i-wish-her-
well
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Omicron is an anagram of moronic.  They're just taunting us now.
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Global eco fascists all in on green energy realize that green energy cannot
support actual infrastructure and real-life usage demands. Virus is
implemented as a means to throttle travel and production thus masking the
massively underperforming green energy reality.
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Also masking that the dollar system crashes in 2019 and this lock
down keeps inflation from going to the moon.

They are using this period to Reap more wealth from the sheep
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a million australians on the march - not bad for a population of 26 million

WATCH: 1 Million Australians March For Freedom Against COVID-19
Restrictions And Mandatory Vaccination (welovetrump.com)

the equivalent would be 13 million americans

looks like there are more sheep in the US than australia
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au contraire....how many private, legally owned firearms exist down
under eh???

surfer4444
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maybe more than many realise?

Guns in Australia — Firearms, gun law and gun control
(gunpolicy.org)

3.8 million privately owned by 868,000 households.

not as many as the US for sure, but a lot more than many (most?)
countries.
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